
Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 
reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 

 
 
 
 Author, number of  
 Year and items/types 

 country/na of  
 me of scale/ questionnair 

 questionnai e  
 re   

1 Hogan et al, self-reported 
 1983, Drug Attitude 
 Canada [10] Inventory  
  (DAI)[10]  
  Original of 
  overall 30 
  items   of a 
  clinician  
  global  

  assessment   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Morisky et Self-reported 
 al, 1986, Medication 
 California Adherence 
 [11] Scale 

  (Morisky,  
Green and 
Levine 
(MGL) Scale) 
or MAQ. 
Developed  

 
 
 
Item construct characteristics/ Types of NA Evaluation of tool   
items/settings/disease condition 
 
 
 
 
14 items  of original 30 items I NA=14 162 completed , 150 yielded 
measures experience, attitude and  data for analysis. 
perception in relation to  reliability, i.e internal 

medication taking for eg feeling  consistency of the scale as 
 

determined like a zombie, cannot   by means of the Kuder- 
concentrate,   pressured,     Richardson Formula 
unpleasant, cannot relax, take 

 

 (Nunnally, 1967), was found 
only  when  sick,  unnatural,  no  to be 0-93(P < 0001) 0.93, and 
need  to  take  medication  once  the test–retest reliability was 
better, know better than doctor,  0.82. 

take only when sick, can prevent  
discriminant classification breakdown, medication makes no  

difference and will do no harm,  accurately assigned 89% of 

among schizophrenic  patients  in a  the sample to compliant 

mental hospital and institution   and non-compliant 

       groupings. 

4 items addressing behaviours and 2=I NA and 2= 290 out of original 400. The 
barriers to medication taking:  UI NA correlation between scorers and 

Measure behavior eg about   blood pressure control= 0.43 (P < 

forgetting, careless and stopping  0.01). t = 0.63 (p = < 0.01), R
2
 = 

medications when feeling better and  0.33 (p=<0.01).Alpha reliability 
 

(0.61). 
worse, among hypertensive patients  

 sensitivity is 0.81 and the 
in two outpatient clinics of a large 

 

 specificity is 0.44. 
teaching hospital. 

    

    At 5 years follow up there was 

.       significant correlation of 0.58  
between the compliance level  

 
 
 
 

Advantage Disadvanta  Age  
 ges   Range  

    (Years) 

1.   Wide criterion -absence of an Male  
2. Predictive of external   and  
drug compliance criterion of  female  
3. Incorporates compliance,  mean  
information from a such as pill  age ± 
variety of sources, counts, or blood SD:  
including the or urine   40.0 ± 
patient, his family assays   12.8 and 
and acquaintances, -items   42.1 ± 
other staff reflecting  10.8  
 how the   
 patient feels   
 on     
 medication,    
 rather than   
 what he   
 knows or   
 believes    
 about     
 medication    
Fair alpha Sensitivity and Median 
 specificity is  age 54  
Measures an   inefficient"   
concurrent and predictor of   
predictive validity blood pressure   
using blood control.     

pressure as control       
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
  from the 5 
  items by 
  Green et. al. 

  (1975) 

3 Shea et al, Self-reported 
 1992, New questionnaire 
 York[12] derived from 
  the 4 items 
  developed by 

  Morisky et al.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 items addressing behaviours and 
barriers like the Morisky scale. Minor 
modifications made to the wording of 

the original 4 questions. Added the 5
th

 
question: “Do you ever miss taking your 
high blood pressure medication for any 
reason?”  
As part of case control study at the 
Presbyterian Hospital and Harlem 
Hospital Center in New York City 
conducted among patients with 
incidents of hypertensive urgency 
and emergency.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2=I and 2=UI 

And 1=I and UI  

 
 

 
measured by MAQ and blood 

pressure control  
 
 
 
 

 

N=202   
Cronbach's coefficient alpha, a 
measure of the internal 
consistency of the scale, was 
.71  
Nonadherence was associated 
with having blood pressure 
checked in an emergency 
room (adjusted OR = 7.9, 95% 
CI = 1.75, 35.77, P < .01), 
lack of a primary care 
physician (adjusted 
OR = 2.9, 95% CI = 1.37, 
6.02; P < .01), and margially 
with receiving blood pressure 
medication prescriptions in an 
emergency room (adjusted OR  
= 3.7, 95% CI = 0.96, 14.04, P 
= .06).  

 
 

 
 

have predictive   
validity in that it   
was   
able to discriminate   
levels of   
hypertension   
control   
Addition of Bias due to 54.7 
question regarding subject ±11.5 in 
reasons for selection less 
nonadherence can and missing adherent 
identify intentional data group 
and unintentional  and 59.8 
causes  ±11.8 in 
  more 
  adherent 

  group  

 
4 Horne and 9 items  

Weinman, Medication 
1994(26) , Adherence 

2002 (6 Jun Report Scale 
2001) [32], (MARS-9) 
UK. MARS-  
5(Tommelei 
n et al 
2014)[13] 
and MARS-7  

 
9-items measuring taking 
behavior MARS-9 

I alter the dose 
I forget to use it  
I stop taking it for a while 
I only use it when I feel breathless I 
decide to miss out a dose  
I take less than instructed 
I avoid using it if I can  
I use it only as a reserve, if 
my other inhaler doesn’t work 
I use it regularly every day  

 
INA=7  
UINA=1  

IA=1 
 
I alter the dose 

(G)I  
I forget to use it 
(G) UI  
I stop taking it 
for a while 
(G)(G)  

 
Scores on the MARS 
were positively skewed 
(Mean ¼ 4.20, SD ¼ 
0.71)  

 

Later a shorter 49.3 
version was SD 18.1 
used by other Range 
authors eg. 

16.0–84.0 
MARS-  

5(Tommelein 
et al 2014)[13] 
and MARS-7 
([6]and 
MARS-5  
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reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
([6] MARS-   
5 
(Translated 
to 
Norwegian 
language). 

[74] 

 
 

 
I only use it   

MARS 7 (Kleppe) when I feel 
I alter the dose breathless  
I forget to use it (Believe) I 
I stop taking it for a while I decide to miss 
I decide to miss out a dose out a dose (G) I 
I take less than instructed I take less than 
I avoid it if I can instructed (G) I 
I use it regularly every day I avoid using it if  

I can (Believe) I 
I use it only as a  
reserve, if my 
other inhaler 
doesn’t work 
(Believe) I 
I use it regularly 
every day (G) 
(G) 

 
 

 
(JOnsdottir et   
al) 

 
5 Brooks et al, Brooks 

 1994, Medication 
 Birmingham Adherence 
 , Scale 
 Alabama[14 analysed two 
 ] -Adult 
  asthma self- 

  report scales  

 
12 items measuring behavior in 
medication and inhaler adherence: Core 

Scale Items for both scales include 

carelessness, forgetting, stopping and 
taking less medications and inhalers  
in a pulmonary disease 

clinic populations  

 
 

UINA=4 183 in medication and 204 in Score distributions Analysis 47% 
INA=8 the inhaler analysis were were wide enough was limited aged 50 
 analysed. The correlation to discriminate to or older 
 between medication and among individual responsiven  
 inhaler adherence was 0.43 at levels of ess of the 4  
 baseline in the first study, adherence. items scale  
 0.41 at the 12- month follow- The scales are easy   
 up in the first study, and 0.46 to use (Yes-No   
 at baseline in the second questions) and can   
 study. These corre lations be completed in   
 were significant (P < .01) less than 5 minutes   
 using a - detected the   
 two-tailed test. The reliability impact of an   
 of the scales was good. intervention   
  designed to   

  improve adherence    
6 Barber et al, The  

1997 [16] Comparison 
of  

 

Include 3 questions out of 12: asks I or UI Good to excellent internal 53.4(33- 

how often the patient missed one or NA=1 with consistency and reliability 82) 

more doses of test medication. asks     
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
  Ophthalmic those patients who reported missing reasons of    
  Medications at least one dose (in question above) NA    
  for to indicate why they did not take the I A =    
  Tolerability eye drops. Another asks how 1(indirect)    
  (COMTOL) satisfied the patient has been with     
  questionnaire the test medication.     
   Among patients with open-angle     

   glaucoma or ocular hypertension.     
7 Siegal and Self-reported 4 items, measure behavior in I NA = 3 and N=519 Self-report No 
 Greenstein, Siegal Scale, compliance to immunosuppressive UINA=1 18% non-compliant included open- psycho 
 Jan 1997, 40 multiple drugs eg forgetting, deciding not to  "not taking immune ended question metric 
 USA [17] choice take, not needing or not needing so  suppression medications that allow free properti 
  questions that much, in patients from five  when away from home" expression es 
  measure other transplant centers located in the  and "time posttransplant"  examin 
  aspects northeastern United States (two  explained significant  ed 

   suburban and three urban)  portions of the variance.   

8 Horne et al., Self-reported Development and evaluation of 18 18=INA n = 524 – development The 2 sections can be Different 

 1999, UK Beliefs about items assessing cognitive representation only(indirect) n = 104/126 in the allopathic used in combination samples were 

 [18] Medicine of medication i.e Specific-necessity,  group and 36/53 in or separately used to 
  questionnaire specific-concern, general overuse and  complementary group for a flexible instrument evaluate 
  

general harm 
 

evaluation. which can be adapted different   

(BMQ) 
 

  Development - A Chronic Illness  -positive correlations with scores to assess beliefs psychometric 
    

   sample (n=524), comprising asthmatic,  on the IPQ Timeline (p = 0.49; n about properties. 
   diabetic and psychiatric patients from  = 77; p < 0.001) and Identity (p = all medicines for a Limited 
   hospital clinics and cardiac, general  0.24; n = 76; p < 0.05) scales. particular condition validity 
   medical and renal (haemodialysis  - a sig positive correlation with or for individual evaluation of 
   recipients) in-patients of hospitals in  the Sensitive Soma Scale: components of the criterion- 
   Brighton and London, UK .  Specific-Concerns and beliefs: regimen. evaluated 
     (p = 0.5. n = 211, p < 0.00 1).  against 
   Evaluation - A matched group of  - General-Harm  single-item 
   patients seeking care from allopathic  (p = 0.25, n = 91, p < 0.05),  constructs of 
   (community pharmacy) and  Discrimant validity: the diabetic  attitudes to 
   complimentary sources (homeopathy  group had higher specific-  specific and 
   herbal clinic)  necessity score;the asthmatic and  general 
     psychiatric samples had higher  medication. 
     specific-concern score; patients  Limited . 
     attending the complementary  -absence of 

     clinic had sig higher scores for  data assessing  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20  
to 

70, 

mea 

n of 

45 

±13 
 
45.5 –   
63.6  
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reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9 Svarstad et Self-report 

 al, 1999, Brief About 
 Madison, Medicines 
 USA[19] Questionnaire 

  (BMQ).  

 
 

 
 

  both general harm and overuse  

  scales.  

items refer to taking; instrument also 3=I, 1=I or UI N=43  
contains items assessing barriers.  Reliability not reported. Regimen and belief 

for more severe forms of  Concurrent and predictive screen able to 
a 9 items tool to screen adherence and  validity demonstrated for more predict rates of 
barriers to adherence. 5-item Regimen 

 

 severe forms of adherence; dose omission 
Screen that asks patients how they took  

 

less valid for minor deviations Belief and recall each medication in the past week (How  
 

from the prescribed regimen screen help many times did you miss taking a pill?),  

a 2-item Belief Screen that asks about  

Regimen and Belief Screens 
“diagnose” and 

drug effects and bothersome features  resolve different 
(How much it bothers you?), and a 2-  having 80–100% sensitivity types of adherence 
item Recall Screen about potential  for ‘‘repeat’’ non-adherence barriers by 
difficulties remembering.  and the Recall interventions. 
I: stop or interrupt therapy, decrease the  Screen having 90% sensitivity  

prescribed amount, take extra doses than 
  

 for ‘‘sporadic’’ non- Clinically relevant 
prescribed  

 

adherence. and flexible 
UI:or I: any missed days or doses 

 
  

method of    

Patients were recruited in three   screening 
pharmacies operated by a    
Midwestern health maintainence    

organization (HMO)     

 
 

 
the predictive   
validity 
 

 

NA in patients Mean age   
with diverse = 52.6 
drugs and drug 
regimens 
 
Larger studies in  
other settings 
clearly are needed 
to assess BMQ 
performance in 
patients with 
other 
characteristics 

 
10 Choo et all, Self-reported 5 items to elicit behavior and I NA=3 N=330 Patient-reported 
ex 1999, Questionnaire perception i.e in the past UINA=2 Only addition of dose was adherence is 
cl Boston, (3 items from week,number of days forget , not  associated with electronically qualitatively 
ud Massachuset Svarstad of take on purpose, adding an extra  monitored adherence (dose informative and 
e ts BMQ pill, ever take less because seem to  count adherence P = can be helpful in 
m Acc Mac  need less medicine and how often  0.08; dose-timing adherence P interpreting the 
od 1999 [20]  forget occasionally,  = 0.02 reason for a lack of 
ifi   among hypertensive members of  Only frequency of forgetting physiologic 
ed   Harvard Pilgrim Health Care  in follow up was associated response (such as 
no   (HPHC), a managed care  with electronic dose-count blood pressure) or 

.9   organization. In this study to  adherence (P = 0.002).   

 
 

There was Mean age 
considerable 55 years 
overlap of 

(18-84) electronically 
monitored  
adherence across  
levels of  
patientreported  
adherence  
underscoring the  
imprecision  

of patient reports   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
sc   
ori 
ng 
un 
cl 
ea 
r 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11 De Klerk et 
al, 1999), 
Maastricht, 
the 
Netherlands. 
(couldn’t get 
full text of 
development  
) 
Used 
validation 
study by 
De Klerk in 
2003[21]  

 
 

 
evaluate the validity of patient 
report, pharmacy dispensing 
records, and pill counts as measures 
of antihypertensive adherence 
using electronic monitoring as the 
validation  
v standard. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Compliance 19 items assessing taking . Most items 
Questionnaire refer to barriers for adherence instead of 
Rheumatology medication-taking behavior to 

(CQR-19)  self- antirheumatic  drug regimens among  
reported scale consenting consecutive outpatients 

at the outpatient rheumatology 
wards of  
the University Hospital Maastricht, 
Atrium Hospital Heerlen, and  
Maasland Hospital Sittard, 
respectively a primary-secondary 
and 2 primary referral centers for 
rheumatology:  
Measure experience, attitude, belief 
and behavior an indirect measure of 
I and UI NA:  

nfidence and belief in 
umatologist, experience of symptoms  

 
 

 
 

 reported frequency of subtherapeutic drug There was  
 forgetting during the level. considerable  
 monitoring period (question 5) Baseline health misclassificatio  
 was the sole item associated status assessed n of adherence  
 with adherence to using SF-36 reported by  
 recommended timing (P =  patients,  
 0.006).  although  
 frequency of forgetting during  nonadherence  
 the monitoring  was generally  
 period (question 5) was the  accurately  
 sole item associated  reported.  
 with adherence to    
 recommended timing (P =    
 0.006).    
 no significant association    
 between baseline intentional    
 nonadherence and    
 electronically monitored    
 adherence.    
I adherence=11, N = 85/217 it is a relatively The total CQR Age 
INA=3 Moderate to good reliability. short measure, and score did not range 58 
I&UI NA =2 Content analysis established. since it is heavily correlate with – 72(12- 
 Concurrent validity shown. based on patients’ either taking 14) 
 Previously found encouraging input during the compliance or  
 psychometric properties: good development phase correct dosing. Juxtapos 
 test-retest reliability and the items are easy  ed 
 moderate internal to read, understand, ask about against 
 consistency, and validation and holidays and MEM 
 using discriminant analyses answer and patients special  
 against an overall patient self- can complete it weekends, are  
 report compliance measure without a personal not  
 showed a sensitivity of 98%, a interviewer. applicable to  
 specificity of 67%, and an  some patients  
 estimated kappa of 0.78 to The high and therefore  
 detect low compliance. In this predictive values of they leave the  

 study found the CQR suggest    
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reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
do not take and benefit of taking,   
fer alternative therapy, storing in 
me place inorder not to forget 

 
f the rheumatologist tells me to take the  
dicines, I do so.(Belief) 
take my anti-rheumatic* medicines  
ause I then have fewer problems.(Belief) 
definitely don’t dare to miss my anti-  
umatic medications.(Belief)  
f I can help myself with alternative 
rapies, I prefer that to what my  
umatologist prescribes (Belief)  
My medicines are always stored in the 
me place, and that’s why I don’t forget  
m.(Barriers)  
take my medicines because I have 
mplete confidence in my  
umatologist.(Belief)  
The most important reason to take my anti-  
umatic medicines is that I can still do what 
ant to do.(Belief)  
don’t like to take medicines. If I can do 
hout them, I will. (Belief)  
When I am on vacation, it sometimes  
ppens that I don’t take my medicines. 
rriers)  
I take my anti-rheumatic drugs, for 
erwise what’s the point of consulting 
a umatologist? (Belief) 
I don’t expect miracles from my 
anti-umatic medicines. (Belief) 
If you can’t stand the medicines you might 
: “throw it away, no matter what. (Belief)  
If I don’t take my anti-rheumatic medicines 
ularly, the inflammation returns. (Belief)  
If I don’t take my anti-rheumatic  
dicines, my body warns me. (Belief) 
My health goes above everything else and 
have to take medicines to keep well, I will. 
lief)  
I use a dose organizer for my 
dications.(Barriers)  
What the doctor tells me, I hang on to.  
lief)  

 
 

 
 

weighted CQR score that it might be answer box 
significantly and adequately useful open. 
predicts taking compliance (p as a screening  
= 0.001, r2 = 0.46) and correct instrument.  
dosing (p =0.004, r2 = 0.42). allows the  
Discriminant analyses showed investigator to  
that specificity and sensitivity discriminate  
to detect good taking patients with  
compliance were 95% and relatively good  
62%, respectively, with a “taking  
prevalence of good compliance” and  
compliance of 52%. The “correct dosing”  
predictive value to detect from  
unsatisfactory taking those who do not  
compliance was 86%, and to comply very well.  
detect good taking compliance   
was 83%. The likelihood ratio   
of the CQR-19 to detect low   
taking compliance was 11.6.   
Four items were especially   
predictive: fear of forgetting to   
take the drug, being able to   
function well, routines in daily   
life, and side effects   

(combined r2 = 0.35).    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12   Thompson Self-reported 

et al, 2000, Medication 
Victoria, Adherence 
Australia Rating Scale 
Accep 30 (MARS): 
Jun developed 
1999[22] from  original 

 items from 
 DAI and 

 MAQ   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

13 Kim et al, Self-reported   
2000, The Hill- 
Baltimore** Bone  

 
 

 
If I don’t take my anti-rheumatic dicines, 
I have more complaints.(Belief) It 
happens every now and then, I go out 
the weekend and then I don’t take my 
dicines  

10 items (4 items MAQ and 6 items from 
DAI) as a result of development based on 
item response theory, measuring medication 
taking behavior, perception and 
experience/attitude.  
Intentional adherence includes “thoughts 

are clearer, prevent getting sick, take when 
sick, and stop when feeling worse”. 
Intentional NA include “unnatural, feel 
weird, tired and sluggish”.  
a study on psychotic inpatients 
and outpatients. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Medication-taking scale is a part of a 

broader scale measuring health 

behaviours; items only refer to  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I adherence= 

5,UI NA = 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
UINA=4, I 

NA = 5, I/UI 

NA=1  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N=66 Simplistic scoring Limited 32.8 
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.75, Strong positive generalizabi 9 
compared to 0.76 for the correlations lity year 
MAQ and 0.77 for the DAI compared to DAI  s 
The test-retest reliability was and MAQ  (s.d. 
0.72 for the MARS, 0.76 for Reliable and valid  11.0 
the MAQ and 0.6 for the DAI tool for estimating  7). 
Good convergent or construct compliance and   
validity for the MARS good convergent or   
Had good internal validity as construct validity.   
MAQ Its   
DAI appeared to have poor recognition that   
internal validity this behaviour is   
 not all-or-nothing   
 (Hughes et al.,   
 1997, Kane, 1983).   
 Can account for   
 complexity of   
 compliance   
 behavior   
 Time and cost-   
 effective   
 When available,   
 lithium levels and   
 carer ratings of   
 compliance were   
 also recorded and   
 used to verify   
 compliancy.   
Study 1 n = 139/309 men The scale total Since only Study 1 = 
Study 2 n = 341/718 male and score and its urban 41.3 (5.3) 

female  African   
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reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
Accepted Compliance   
Aug 16 1999 to High 
Lambert et Blood 
al (37) Pressure 

Therapy 
Scale [23] 
among  
hypertensive  
adults 
enrolled in 
clinical trial 
of 2 separate  
study 

 
 

 
medication taking and barriers; 
timing is not assessed. Part14 
items in 3 subscales comprised of:  
1. Reduced sodium intake 
2. Appointment keeping  
3. Medication taking  
Medication-taking questions 
assess behavior such as forgetting, 
decide not to take, making and 
missed appointments, get 
prescription filled, run out of pills, 
skip medicine, miss taking when 
feel better or sick or careless and 
taking someone else pills  
Study 1 involved male African 
American residing in inner city of 
Baltimore aged beween 18 – 55 . 
Study 2 involved as in study 1 
but include both male and female 
without age restriction 

 
 

 
 

Reliability good. Content subscale scores American Study 2 = 
,construct and predictive were subjects 59.2 
validity established. No correlated to BP were used (13.1) 
specific information about control measured at for the two  
validity of item on medication baseline and clinical  
taking followup and some trials,  
The standardized alpha for the of the relationships cultural bias  
total were statistically could have  
scale were 0.74 and 0.84, and significant at p C existed  
the average interitem 0.05   
correlations of the 14 items    
were 0.18 and 0.28,    

respectively.     
 
Construct validity using  
hypothesis testing approach 
yielded significant difference 
in total scores thus supporting 
validity 

 

14   Wiley et al a 2-item self- Used stages of change model to INA-1 N = 161 and 731 can serve as a These measures 56.6 ± 
2000, Rhode report explain and predict how behavior  Construct validity was foundation for were self- 12.5 for 
Island measure of change occurs as an approach to  demonstrated in both samples medication- administered in hypertens 

Accepted Stages of understanding why patients fail to  by associations between adherence private settings, ive  

and their use by 
June 1, 2000 change take their medications as prescribed.  SOC and the previously interventions samples  clinicians may be  

(SOC) for The questions elicited 
 

validated measures of tailored to 39.6 ±   more subject to 
 

adherence precontemplation and 
 

adherence (medication readiness for 7.4 for   social desirability 
 (SOCA) with contemplation in medication taking,  adherence scale and measure change. This bias (ie, HIV 
 medication preparation and consistently taking.  of adherence from the medical measure can be underreporting of positive 
 regimens If the answer is the latter, then ask  outcome study, P < 0.0001) used to identify such sample 
 [24]. in 2 how long have the patient been  Predictive validity was many patients with socially  
 groups of taking the blood pressure  supported by significant potential adherence undesirable  
 patients medication according to the  associations between SOC and problems and to responses as  
  

noncomplianc 
 

 

prescribed 
  

electronically monitored match 
 

   e)  
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15 Chesney 

2000, USA 
 

Brief 
Antiretrovira 
l Adherence 
Index 
[25](Dobble 
s)  
Reynolds et 

al 2007[26] 

Mathews et 
al, 2008 [27]  

 
 

 
pharmacologi 
c therapy for 
chronic 
conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
The AACTG 
Adherence 
Instruments: 2 
questionnaires 
‘Adherence to 
Anti-Retroviral 
Medications’ 
and ‘Baseline 
Correlates of 
Adherence’)  
[28]. A three-
day self-report 
adherence to 
antiretroviral 
medications, a 
subscale in the 
Adult AIDS 
Clinical Trials 
Group 
(AACTG) at 
10 AIDS 
Clinical Trials 
Units (ACTUs) 
in USA  

 
 

 
 

stipulated time of > 3months to 53  medication-taking behavior communication   
months.  during the next 30 days (P < strategies to   
Two cross-sectional studies of  0.03) individual   
attitudes towards medication   motivation and   
adherence involves:   readiness for   
1.   Sample of 161 HIV positive   adherence with   

patient in the US   chronic disease   
2.   An international sample of 731   medication   

patients with hypertension   regimens   

3-items adherence to anti- INA=3 N=75HIV AACTG The Mea 
retroviral medications including recent Excellent reliability Adherence selection n 39( 
questionnaire assess patients and distal Content validity established Instruments procedures 20- 
adherent and nonadherent  through expert and patient appear to be and small 72) 
behavior. They were asked on  input. Convergent and practical, sample size  
very recent adherence followed  predictive validity acceptable to may limit  
by distal adherence: (1)  demonstrated patients and the  
skipping medications over the  Eleven per cent of patients investigators, generalizabi  
past weekend and (2)  reported missing at least one and should lty of  
identifying the last time they  dose the day before the prove useful findings.  
skipped any medications  interview, and 17% reported for efficient These self-  
Patients who reported ever  missing at least one dose collection of report data  
skipping their medications were  during the two days prior. The data describing are likely to  
presented a list of 12 reasons  most common reasons for adherence to over-  
why people may miss taking  missing medications included medications estimate  
their medications (e.g. away  ‘simply forgot’ (66%) and a within clinical levels of  
from home, busy with other  number of factors often trials adherence.  
things, simply forgot) and how  associated with improved populations. It Questionnair  
often each reason applied to  health including being busy has been e evaluation  
them. Finaly, patients were  (53%), away from home widely as part of  
asked to rate how frequently  (57%) and changes in routine disseminated pilot testing  
they experienced symptoms of  (51%) to was also  
HIV during prior two weeks.  construct validity, reported investigators done  

  statistical trends (0.06 , p , both in the US   

  0.10) in addition to and abroad    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 

 

16 Wagner et al Patient- and   
2001[29] provider- 

reported 
missing info Adherence 
on scoing  

 
 
 
 

 
The Veterans Aging Cohort 3 Site Study 
(VACS 3) is a multisite study of 881 
patients  
at Cleveland, Houston, and Manhattan 
Veterans Affairs health care systems. 
Days missed all During the past 4 
days, on how many days  
have you missed taking all of 
your doses?  
0 days, 1 day, 2 days, 3 
days, or 4 days  
On schedule How closely did you 
follow your specific 
schedule over the last four days? 
never, some of the time, about half the 
time, most of the time, all of the time. 
Doses missed When was the last time 
you missed any of 
your HIV medicines?  

 
 
 
 

 

I or UI NA 

=2 IA=1  

 
 

 
associations signicant at the p,   
0.05 level (two-tailed).  
In multivariate regression independently 

models, provider measure actual 

assessment of adherence adherence 

demonstrated independent 

associations with viral load 

(P .001), current alcohol 

use (P .001), current drug 

use (P .001), and 

depressive symptoms (P 

.001)  

 
 
 
 

 

Not   
stated  

17    Duong, Patient 61 items designed to evaluate a I adherence = 6 
Mac/April Medication patient’s treatment adherence 55 barriers 
2001, France Adherence behavior and its determinants. It is and 

 Questionnaire divided into two sections. Section 1 motivators 
 (PMAQ) contains six items pertaining to items 
 [30], patient medication-taking behaviors and towards I 
 self- asks patients to rank on an ordinal and UI 
 administered scale, they never missed individual A/NA 
 adherence doses or days of medication  
 assessment in according to time frame. Section 2  
 HIV patient contains 55 items pertaining to  
 on ART barriers and motivators to taking  
 regimens medications  
 who   
 were   
 followed at   

 the Dijon    

 
N=149  
A close relationship was found 
between patient reports of 
adherence during the previous 4 
days and objective measures such 
as HIV RNA level and plasma 
levels of ARVs. This finding 
confirms the relevance of an 
adherence evaluation over short 
rather than long periods of time  

 
PMAQ is one of the 
most frequently 
used questionnaires, 
especially in clinical 
trials. 

Timeframe of  

 
To improve  
the feasibility and  
the 
reproducibility of 
the PMAQ, 
author propose a 
revised form of 
the 

PMAQ,  
focusing on 
the variables 
identified as 
strong 
predictors of 
adherence.  

 
40 (range,  
21–79 
years)  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
Hospital   
AIDS day- 
care 
uni.  

18 Kleeberger et Multicentre 
al, 2001, USA Aids Cohort 
Accepted oct Study (MACS) 
2001. adherence form 
Article in [31]Self-  
Scan form. reported recall 
Cannot Cite. measurement 

 
modiefied  
AACTG 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 7 items modified medication 
adherence form used in the MACS were 
adapted from AACTG survey. The 
form to examine behavior and factors 
associated with adherence, were either 
drug specific or related to overall ART 
use. Drug specific questions included 
adherence with dose intensity and 
frequency. Other questions related to 
overall antiretroviral usage considered 
compliance with scheduling 
instructions for overall use.  
 
Conducted among 5622 homosexual 

and bisexual men since 1984 in four 
centres located in Baltimore, Chicago, 
Pittsburg and Los Angeles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I/UI NA =2, N = 539 men The size of the 
Directing  cohort is large and 
towards I Validity was supported by a well characterized 
adherence = 5 higher proportion of for history of 
 individuals with undetectable disease 
 plasma HIV-RNA: using progression. 
 lower detection threshold, 48.2  
 % in the adherent group vs The adherence data 
 33.7% in the lower adherent in the MACS are 
 group (P = 0.015), Among not collected by the 
 HAART users, 53.3% in primary physician 
 adherent group vs 37.4% in or in a monitored 
 the lower adherent group (P = clinical trial setting 
 0.013), using a higher so there is less 
 detection threshold, 64.4% in reason to 
 the adherent group vs 58.3% overreport 
 in the lower adherent group (P adherence. 
 = 0.26). as a useful tool in 
  large observational 
  studies. 
 A valid indicator of adherence No comparison 
 and supports the validity of the with other measure 

 questionnaire   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No standard 49.7% > 

definition of 45  
medication 
adherence, it  
is difficult 
to compare 
rates of 
adherence 
across 
studies. 
 
No  
adherence 
comparison 
measure 

 
19 Horne and Self-reported 

 Weinman, Modified 
 2002 (6 Jun BMQ 
 2001), UK questionnaire 
  among 
 modified asthma 
 MARS-9 and patients 

 IPQ attending  

 
Modified BMQ by Horne et al 1999 to 
assess adherence behavior and 9 items 
MARS together with IPQ by Weinman 1996 
to measure perceptions of asthma and 
perceptions of asthma medication (beliefs 
about its necessity and concerns over its use) 
in this study  
 
Six asthma-specific items were added 

to BMQ including ‘This inhaler is  

 
 

I = 2 n = 100/119 approaches 
UI=1 findings showed that non- 

I = 7 adherent behaviours were 
 associated with doubts about the 
 necessity of medication and 
 concerns about its potential 
 adverse effects and with more 

 negative perceived consequences  

 
The findings lend 
preliminary support 
for an extended self-
regulatory model of 
treatment adherence, 
which incorporates 
beliefs  
about treatment as 
well as illness  

 
 

The cross-sectional Mean 
design   49.3 
makes it impossible 

SD 18.1 to determine the 
direction  of Rang 
causality and this is e 
particularly  

in 
16.0 

problematic 
– relation to the 

observed negative 84.0  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
community-   
based asthma 
clinic 
(Used 
MARS-9 and 
[32], IPQ 
together) 

 
 

 
harmless’ (reverse scored), ‘I am concerned 

that this inhaler will be less effective if I 

use it regularly’ and ‘People who use these 

inhalers should stop their treatment every 

now and again’. One extra asthma-specific 

necessity item was also added (‘This inhaler 
is the most important part of my asthma 
treatment’).  

 
 

 
of illness. illness perceptions   
influenced adherence both 

directly and indirectly via  
treatment beliefs, which, in 
turn, were the strongest 
predictors. 

 
 

 
 

perceptions. The correlation  between 
findings lend reported adherence 
preliminary support for and  perceived 
an extended self- consequences 

regulatory model of of asthma 
treatment adherence,  
which incorporates  
beliefs  

about treatment as  
well   as   illness  

perceptions.   
 

20 Lewis et al, Adherence 
 (January Attitude 
 2002) Inventory 

 New York (AAI)  
28 item 
likert 
scale 
[33], 
self- 
reported 
scale  

 
28 items assessing behavior eg 
hard time remembering, taken early 
dose of medications, forgetting, 
trouble remembering, able to 
follow medication plan, time and 
schedule etc  
sample of HIV-positive individuals 
was drawn from clients of AIDS 
service organizations and/or medical 
centers in four Florida locations 
representing southeast, midwest, and 
north Florida. Three of the areas 
were either metropolitan or 
midmetropolitan, and one area was 
rural.  
In the second wave of data 

collection, a convenience sample of 
50 positive  
individuals was drawn from a health 
department’s HIV/AIDS clinic in a 
metropolitan area of central Florida.  

 
Direct UI  
NA=8, 
Indirect UI  
NA=1, I 
adherence=7,  
Indirect  
towards I 
A(pt=provider  
relationship)=  
8, Indirect 
towards I  
NA(Pt  
concerns)=4  

 
 

N = 165. demonstrated  The small Mean age = 
The original AAI consisted of relatively  high sample size 41.04 
between 10 to 12 items per adherence   does, (SD = 
domain with an overall prediction.  however, 8.75) 
Flesch-Kincaid grade-level    limit  
index of grade 6.3 (the same AAI  is a  rapid, conclusions  
Flesch-Kincaid grade level easy-to-use,  regarding  
was retained in the final 28- theoretically  the AAI.  
item AAI), developed   The AAI  
Content validity of the AAI assessment tool does not  
was established in two distinct measuring   claim to  
waves. The constructs shown to totally  
first wave consisted of be  associated with capture  
soliciting suggestions of adherence. The actual  
experts. The second wave constructs provide adherence.  
resulted in all the 28 items practitioners It is meant  
being retained for testing with potential to  
Reliability within the AAI points  of be a tool  
range from very good to intervention, assisting  
respectable, with the expressed as practitioners  
majority of the scales being clear,   in assessing  
very good: cognitive efficiently  onstructs  
functioning (α = .95), measurable related to  
patient-provider targets.  adherence  
communication (α = .89), self-    from a  
efficacy (α = .89),    psychosocia  

commitment to adherence (α =    l standpoint   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

21   Ziegelman et al, The 

2002[34] Transplant 
 Effects 
 Questionnaire 

 (TxEQ)[34]  
 
 
 
 
 

 
22 Knobel et al, Self-reported 

 2002 Simplified 
 Accpt 13 

Medication  November 
 2001, Adherence 
 Barcelona, Questionnaire 

 Spain (SMAQ)  
[35]based on 
Morisky 
Scale  

 
 

 
 

  .85), and the global AAI (α =  

  .91).  

  The cognitive-functioning  
  subscales within the MQOL-  
  HIV and AAI  
  were compared, and a  
  correlation of .706 (significant  
  at the .01 level) was  
  found.which established  
  construct validity  
Sometimes I do not take my anti-rejection INA=2 CFA on the final 24-item  
medicines .85 UINA=3 version of the TxEQ revealed  
C2 Sometimes I forget to take my anti-  that  
rejection medicines .83  the resulting model was a good  
C4 When I am too busy I may forget my anti-  fit for the Study 2 data  
rejection medicines .80  (RMSEA= 0.08, pclose = .005).  
C9 Sometimes I think I do not need my anti-    
rejection medicines .23  Good reliability,  

D1 I   nd it dif  cult to adjust to taking  Good Content validity established  
my prescribed anti-rejection drug  Content validity demonstrated  

regime    

6 items behavior eg forgetting, careless, stop INA=1 N = 3004 patients it shows adequate levels 
taking when worse and 3 questions on not and UI NA= 2 Reliability good. Content, concurrent of sensitivity and 
take medicine last week, last weekend and I/UI NA = 3 and  predictive validity established. specificity when 
past 3 months. Focus on taking adherence,  The percentage of nonadherent compared with other 
timing not mentioned.  patients found by the SMAQ was more objective 
Study on development of SMAQ.  37.5%, in measures; it is reliable, 
Study enrolled 3004 nonselected HIV-  comparison with the 45% showing suffcient 
infected patients who had initiated nelfinavir  detected by MEMS. The internal consistency and 
treatment in combination with other  sensitivity of the SMAQ in reproducibility, easy to 
antiretroviral drugs between January 1998  detecting non-adherent patients apply (under 
and December 1999.  was found to be 72% (95% CI 5 min), inexpensive, and 
The study was prospective, multi-centre (69  58±86); specificity, 91% (95% the results found 
hospitals) and nationwide (Spain).  CI 82±100); positive predictive correlate strongly with 
  value: 87% (95% CI 76±97); the virological outcome. 
  and positive likelihood ratio 7.94 It is, therefore, 
  (95% CI 6.44±9.45). an instrument that 

   may be used in the  

 
 

 
and is not   
meant to 
replace 
physiologica 
l 

indicato 
rs of  
adheren 
ce to 
medicat 
ion  

Scale not only  
assesses 
medication 
adherence:subsc 
ale on 
adherence only 
assesses 
medication 
taking and not  
timing 
 
include recall Mea   
and social n 
desirability age 
bias, common 35.8 

problems in (7.9) 
all self- 
report 
surveys.  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 

 

23 Walsh et al., 
2002, UK  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
24 Godin et al 

2003, 
Quebec, 
Canada  

 
 
 
 

 
Medication 
Adherence 
Self-Report 
Inventory 
(MASRI) 
questionnaire 
[36]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Self-Reported 
Questionnaire  
[37] among 
patients with 
HIV  

 
 
 
 

 
The MASRI consisted of 12 items with two 

broad themes. Two response formats were 

used: Likert scales (LS) and a visual 

analogue scale (VAS) . The first section 

related to the amount of medication 

actually taken The visual analogue scale 

(VASDOSE) was a VAS for the proportion of 

doses taken in the preceeding month  
in a publicly funded specialist clinic 
where subjects were HIV-1-

seropositive adults on stable 

combination antiretroviral therapy 

dispensed from the clinic's pharmacy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
All 9 items ,6 questions to measure if 

patients with HIV were taking less than 

the total number of antiretroviral pills 

prescribed by their physician i.e pils 

missed during different preceding days,  

 
 
 
 

 
I/UI A/NA = 10,  
 
IA=1,I/UI 

NA=1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I/UI  NA = 4   
INA=2  

 
 
 
 

 
Mean adherence by MC of the n = 78 
subjects was 92.9% (SE, 1.8%) and by 
pillcount (PC)  
96.8% (SE, 1.4%). Agreement 
between MEMs track cap (MC) and 
responses to items about doses missed 
1, 2 or 3 days ago was low (k = 0.23 
(P , 0.03), 0.44 (P , 0.001) and 0.28 (P  
, 0.01) respectively). This improved 
when these responses were summated 
(k = 0.46; 
P , 0.001) and was similar to that for 
recall of non-adherence over the 
preceding 2 
weeks (k = 0.54; P , 0.001). Mean 
self-reported adherence by visual 
analogue scale 
(VAS) over the preceding month was 
93.3% (SE, 1.2%). This was strongly 
associated 
with both MC (r = 0.63; P , 0.001) and 
PC (r = 0.75; P , 0.001). On 
multivariate 
analysis, the strongest association 
between a MASRI item and MC was 
for the VAS.  
Both the 2 week recall and VAS items 
were inversely associated with viral 
load 
(P = 0.01). There was no association 
between dose timing (measured MC 
or questionnaire) or 3 day self-report 
and viral load. 
 
 
 
 
N = 256 patients   
the questionnaire had adequate 
validity (sensitivity, 71%; specificity, 
72%; correct classification, 72%; odd 
ratio, 6.15)  
reliability not reported  

 
 

 
majority of 

clinical settings.  
highly constructive, 
competitive, has 
discriminant validity, 
and is suitable for self-
assessment of 
treatment adherence in  
patients with UI taking 
antimuscarinics. less 
costly and faster 
compared with other 
assessment tools.  
The use of the MASRI is 
appropriate in clinical 
practice to reduce the 
time for diagnostic 
procedures, simplify the 
assessment, and reduce 
costs.  
Both intake and timing 
of medication assessed  
Good Concurrent 
validity 
demonstrated for 
VAS DOSE 
scales; less valid 
for scales related to  
timing 
Moderate 
concurrent and 
predictive validity 
(validation in  
patients with HIV 
and 
lupus)  
satisfactory  
psychometric qualities 
brief, simple, and can be  
used in both clinical or  
research settings 
regardless of the  

 
 
 
 

 
aged 18–   
65 years 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

the three Mean age 
questions 43 ± 8.39 
assessing  

nonadherence   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

25   Ogedegbe et Self-reported 
al 2003 A medication 

 adherence 
 self-efficacy 
 scale 

 (MASES)[38] 

 Later 
 Fernandez et 
 al validate the 
 MASES and 
 reduce it to a 
 13 item scale 
 called 
 MASES-R in 

 2008  

 
 

 
stop taking medications in the 
last month  
The responding subjects were 
recruited in four medical clinics 
specializing in the treatment of 
HIV/AIDS. Three clinics in  
Montreal and one in Quebec City were 
retained because of the distribution of 
HIV-positive patients in the province 
of Quebec  
Not certain if assessed timing 
 
26 items measuring self-efficacy as a predictor 
of health behavior i.e how confident patients 
can take your blood pressure medications on 
different occasions like when busy at home, 
when at work, when there is no one to remind, 
when worry about taking them for the rest of 
life, when they cause some side effects, When 
they cost a lot of money, when come home late 
from work, when do not have symptoms, when 
with family members, in public place, afraid of 
becoming dependent on them, afraid affect 
sexual performance etc and how confident 
patient can carry out task such as filling 
prescription on time whatever the cost etc  
 
ambulatory hypertensive African- American 

patients in two sequential phases. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Indirectly toward I  
A = 21 and 5 items  
on attitude toward s  
I A  

 
 

 
predictive validity for only one item, 
but with low sensitivity to detect 
increased viral load in patients with 
HIV  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
N = 106 in development phase 

N = 72 for item analysis phase   
In all, 21 of the 43 items fulfilled 
the minimum item-to total 
correlation coefficient value of  
0.5 and minimum kappa value of 
greater than 0.4. The remaining 
22 items did not  
meet the selection criteria. 
Twenty-six out of 43 original 
items were retained for the final 
self-efficacy scale  
The Cronbach’s alpha for the 
entire 26-item scale was 0.95.  

 
 

 
 

patients’ antiretroviral during the 
regimens preceding 30 
 days were not 
 related to 
 changes in 

 viral load.  
 
 
 
 

 

by measuring Future studies 55.7 
efficacy beliefs investigating 12.8 yrs 
regarding the dynamic 58.9 
adherence to relationship 12.6 yrs 
prescribed between self-  
antihypertensive efficacy,  
medications can medication  
identify situations adherence, and  
in which patients blood pressure  
have low self- control will  
efficacy in determine how  
adhering to well this scale  
prescribed predicts  
medications. adherence to  
 prescribed  
 antihypertensiv  
 e medications  
 and how well  
 the scale  
 predicts  
 blood  
 pressure  

 control.   
26   Barroso et Self-reported 1 item “How many days in the last I and UI NA = 

al, 2003, Rio 30-day 30 days did you not take the drugs 1 

 Adherence as prescribed”   

93 HIV infected subjects. 
Both being adherent to therapy 
(OR = 11.8, P < 0.01) and  

 

Interventions Self-reports Mean 
improve individual may age 33.8 

outcome and  years  
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Appendix 4 Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
de Janiero, Question 0, 1, 2-5, ≥ 6 days. Study done on  using triple drug ART (OR = reduces sexually overestimate  
Brazil (SESS)[39] HIV infected patients at a large  6.48, P = 0.04) were transmitted HIV in adherence  
missing info  academic HIV reference centre in  independently associated with populations   
on scoing  Rio De Janiero, Brazil  seminal HIV RNA    

    suppression    
27   1. Giordano VAS [40] To correlate with 3 day recall I/UIA=1 N=84 performed as well Small < 45 

2004, self-reported measure and pill count by simply  The correlation between visual as a more sample size years and 
Houston,  asked patients to indicate by  analogue scale and complicated 3-day and data are ≥ 45 
Texas  marking on a linear scale their  unannounced pill recall instrument for only 3 years 
Kalichman  adherence to each medication in the  count was high (r = 0.76) and  assessments  
2009  last 3 to 4 weeks.  was not statistically different Given its   

  in 84 marginally housed indigent  from that between 3-day recall simplicity, the   
  HIV-infected patients in San  and unannounced pill count (r visual analogue   
  Francisco, California  = 0.71; p = .52). Both methods scale adherence   
    were also instrument will be   
    similarly inversely correlated useful in research   
    with HIV viral load (r = -0.49 and may be useful   
    and -0.34, respectively; p = in routine patient   
    0.22 for the difference in the care.   
    correlations). The visual    
    analogue scale correlation    
    with    
    unannounced pill count was    
    stable over time and remained    
    high in all    
    subpopulations examined.    

4.Kalichman Visual 2&3.Only taking assessed not I/UI = 1 2.Reliability not reported A single-item VAS Relies on 44.7 (SD 
et al, 2009 Analogue timing. Single item rating scale  Convergent validity with 3-d offers an memory, ¼ 6.7) 
2.Amico et Scale(VAS) asked patient how much of each  recall AACTG inexpensive and possible  
al, 2006. [41] by drug they have taken in the past  items poor valid method of social  
3.Nau et al computerized month: and  3. Low concurrent validity assessing desirability  
2007 interviewer estimate along a continuum the  A total of 189 men, 94 medication bias  

 administered percentage of medication doses (0%  women, and 15 transgender adherence that may   
  to 100%) that they had taken as  persons living with HIV/AIDS be useful in clinical   
  prescribed  were recruited as well as research   

     settings.    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
28 Paterson et al Medication   

2004 Change 
Questionnaire  
(MCQ)[42] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
29  Walewski et A 

al 2004[43] Questionnaire 

 to Assess 

 Compliance 

 with Anti- 

 asthma 

 Medications  

 
 

 
Respondents were recruited from 

AIDS service organizations, health 

care providers, social service 

agencies, and infectious disease 

clinics in inner-city areas of Atlanta  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Name each drug and the 

amount taken each day for 

7 days  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

‘‘When was the last time 
you refilled your 

prescription for the [anti-

inflammatory] puffer?’’ 
Estimated Consumption ¼ 

Maximum number of doses 

in inhaler Response to QI #1 

ðin daysÞ Question #2 ‘‘How 
long does a canister of your 

[anti-inflammatory] puffer 

last?’’ Estimated 
Consumption ¼ Maximum 

number of doses in inhaler  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I or UI A   
or NA = 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I or UI A =   
2 (indirect) 

UINA=1 

 

 
 

 
 

The VAS obtained adherence  
estimates that paralleled  
unannounced pill counts  
(UPCs).  
Correlations with participant  
characteristics also suggested  
that the computer-  
administered VAS was less  
influenced by response biases  
than SR-recall of missed  

medication doses 
enables people to  

 record their 

 medication use 

 accurately over a 

 7-day period, and 

 to demonstrate 

 changes in 

 medication over 

 time 

Reliability not reported We conclude that 

content validity established by inquiring into 

Moderate concurrent a patient’s 

validity inhaler emptying 

There was a significant rate, reported 

correlation between daily forgetfulness, 

anti-inflammatory intake as and short-acting 

estimated by pharmacy bronchodilator 

records and daily anti- usage, a clinician 

inflammatory intake as may be able to 

determined by inhaler more accurately 

emptying rate (p<0.05), estimate a 

reported forgetfulness   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reported   
as wide 
age range 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Items refer to 50±16.4  
taking only; 
focus is on 
medication  
consumption 
rather than on 

adheren 
ce.  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 

  Response to QI #2 ðin daysÞ  (p<0.05), and short-acting patient’s daily  
  Question #3 ‘‘What percent  bronchodilator usage intake of  
  of doses do you estimate  (p<0.05). These items were anti-  
  you forget to take for your  fit into a multiple inflammatory  
  [anti-inflammatory]  regression model, medication.  
  puffer?’’ Estimated  which was predictive of   
  Consumption ¼ Patient  daily anti-inflammatory   
  reported daily intake  intake as determined   
  maximum number of doses  by pharmacy   
  in inhaler ð100  records. The sensitivity   
  Response to QI #3Þ 100  and specificity of our   
  Question #4 ‘‘When was the  regression model in   
  last time you used your  detecting   
  [short-acting  noncompliance was   
  bronchodilator] puffer?’’  44% and 86%,   
    respectively. (p (p   
30  Atkinson et Treatment 14 items basically asking patients 14 items N = 55 initial questions : The TSQM is a ranged 

al, 2004, San Satisfaction on satisfaction regarding medication that can development psychometrically from 18 
Diego, CA, Questionnaire taking, experience with side effects predict N = 31 : analysis of sound and valid to 88 
USA for eg interfering with physical health intentional psychometric properties measure of the years, 

 Medication and ability to function and mental A or NA A factor analysis (principal major dimensions with a 
 (TSQM) [44] function, satisfaction, convenience  component extraction with of patients' mean of 
 Self-reported and confidence in medication taking  varimax rotation) of specific satisfaction with 50.5 (SD 
 questionnaire TSQM scales were examined using  items revealed three factors medication 13.0) 
  eight diverse patient groups  (Eigenvalues > 1.7) explaining a good predictor of  
  (arthritis, asthma, major depression,  75.6% of the total variance; patients'  
  type I diabetes, high cholesterol,  namely Side effects (4 items, medication  
  hypertension, migraine, and  28.4%, Cronbach's Alpha = adherence across  
  psoriasis) recruited from a national  .87), ffectiveness (3 items, different types of  
  longitudinal panel study of chronic  24.1%, Cronbach's Alpha = medication and  
  illness (n = 567).  .85), and Convenience (3 patient populations.  
  

Participants were then randomized 
 items, 23.1%, Cronbach's   

   Alpha = .87). A second factor   

  to  analysis of more enerally    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
complete the test items using   
one of two alternate scaling 
methods (Visual Analogue vs.  
Likert-type).  

 
 

 
worded items yielded a Global   
Satisfaction scale (3 items, 
Eigenvalue = 2.3, 79.1%, 
Cronbach's Alpha = .85). The 
final four scales possessed 
good psychometric properties, 
with the Likert-type scaling  
method performing 
better than the VAS approach. 
Significant differences were 
found on the TSQM by the 
route of medication 
administration (oral, 
injectable, topical, inhalable), 
level of illness severity, and 
length of time on medication. 
Regression analyses using the 
TSQM scales accounted for 
40–60% of variation in  
patients' ratings of their 

likelihood to persist with 
their current medication.   

31 Dolder et in 
2004, San 
Diego, CA  

 
Brief 
evaluation of  
medication 
influences and 
beliefs 
(BEMIB) [45] 
self-reported 
questionnaire 
among patients 
taking  
antipsychotics  

 
8 statements derived from the health 
belief model whereby items 
measure patients belief in aspects of 
medication taking eg. Taking 
medication makes feel better, 
prevent from hospitalization, having 
a system that helps remember to 
take medications, difficulty 
remembering taking medications, 
no problem getting medications 
from the hospital or pharmacy and 
having a psychotic disorder that 
antipsychotics can improve  

 
Predicts 
Intentional A = 
6 items, I NA = 
1,UINA=1  

 
the BEMIB total score and 5 a promising scale  
of 8 single items correlated for identifying 
significantly. BEMIB total patients more 
scores correlated significantly likely to be with 
an established assessment nonadherent to  
of adherence (Drug Attitude their medications 
Inventory), demonstrating with adequate 
adequate construct validity. construct validity.  

 
Was  
tested in 
middle 
aged and 
older 
outpatient  
s  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
32 Fodor et al, Adherence   

2005, Questionnaire 
Hungary [46] Interview 

to verify 
compliance 
with 
antihypertensi 
on therapy 

Self-report 

measure 
 
 
 
 
 

 

33 Chisholm et immunosuppr   
al, 2005, essant 
Georgia, therapy 
USA barrier scale  

(ITBS) [47] 
13 items  

 
 

 
4 items include in clinical chart (2 asking 
about knowing and naming the drugs) 
followed by two key questions with sub 
items focusing on compliance: one to 
determine whether the patient was taking 
any hypertension medication, and the other I 
items with 4 subquestions (a- d) to inquire 
about the patient’s reliability in taking the 
prescribed medication including taking 
everyday, never forget, forget or decide not 
to take.  
Among blu=collar employees 
 
Assessed taking not timimg 
 
done in three central-European 

countries, Austria, Hungary, and 
Slovakia. during work-site 
screening for hypertension  
2 subsets comprise of 13 items that 
represent “controllable” and 
uncontrollable” barriers were used to 
measure solid organ transplant patients’ 
adherence barriers to immunosuppressant 
therapy (IST) among transplant patients 
who lived in Georgia USA eg “I have to 
take the immunosuppressant 
medication(s) too many times per day/at 
one time, cannot tell if 
immunosuppressant medicine are 
helping, skipping doses when out of 
town/feel good/when think there maybe 
side effects, missing doses when 
depressed, confused/don’t understand 
about how/when to take medications,  
12. I miss doses of my immunosuppressant 
medication(s) when I get out of my daily 
routine. 
13. I skip doses of my immunosuppressant 

medication(s) when I am short of money.  

 
 

 
Predict   
IA=2(name),1(d 
irect asking and 
never forget), 
IA=1+1, 
Combine I +UI 
NA= 3 (b-  
d(Occasionally, 
short and long 
period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Predict I NA= 

11,UINA=2  

 
 

 
841/2812 were hypertensive 359   
prescribed antihypertensives 

Mean systolic blood pressure 
and diastolic blood pressure 
were significantly lower in the 
compliant group than the non-
compliant group (systolic 
blood pressure, 139.4 and  
146.2 mmHg, respectively, P 
= 0.002; and diastolic blood 
pressure, 89.2 and 92.3 
mmHg, respectively, P < 
0.01). Moreover, the 
compliant patients had a heart 
rate lower than the non-
compliant patients (P < 0.001; 
 
N = 222 a reliable and valid   
Cronbach’s instrument that can 
alpha coefficients be used to measure 
demonstrated acceptable patients' perceived  
reliabilities of 0.93, 0.86 and barriers to 
0.91 for the ‘uncontrollable’ immunosuppressan 
and controllable’ subscales, t therapy scale 
and for the entire ITBS, adherence. 
respectively. The ITBS 
subscales correlated 
negatively 
with a self-reported measure 
of IST adherence, IST serum 
concentrations and IST 
pharmacy refill adherence rate  
(P<0.01). The ‘uncontrollable 
barrier’ subscale was 
positively correlated to kidney 
graft rejection (P<0.01), thus  

 
 

 
Reliability   
and 
Validity not 
reported 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
limited study 

conclusions 

concerning  
graft rejections 
can be made.  

 
 

 
(mean age,   
48.9 ± 7.4 in  
the 
compliant  
group and  

46. 7 ± 8.9 
in the non-
compliant 
group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Age   
(years)±S 
D 
52.2±14.1  
54.79±14.  
3  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

34   Chisholm et Immunosuppr Only taking assessed, other items 
al, 2005, essive assessed barriers A five-item scale 
GA, USA Therapy was developed and one was 

 Adherence dropped. 4 items were used to ask 
 Instrument respondents to indicate how often 
 (ITAS).[47] they were non-adherent to 
  immunosuppressant therapy (IST) 
 Adapted from given a particular circumstance. 
 the Morisky Questions are: 
 scale for “forgot to take”,”careless about taking”, 
 adherence “stop because you felt worse” and “miss 
 assessment in …for any reason” 
  

 patients with  

 hypertension   

 
 

 
demonstrating the ITBS’s   
validity. 

 
UI NA=2, I N = 222   
NA=1, Reliability not reported. 
I /UI NA=1(wth Moderate construct validity 
reasons) Concurrent validity 

demonstrated  
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 
for 
the four-item scale was 0.81, 
demonstrating that the scale 
has acceptable reliability 

The four-item scale, 
adherence measured by IS 
refill record adherence rates 
(RRARs), and ‘‘target’’ IS 
serum concentrations had 
positive correlations (p < 
0.01).  

Item scores were shown 
to be 

negatively related to rejection 
occurrence and increased SCr 
(p < 0.05).  

 
 
 
 
 

 

the first   
published, valid 
and reliable 
instrument that 
measures recipients  
immunosuppressiv 
e therapy 

adherence.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
No timeframe for  
recall of adherence  
problems is given 
There is only  
evidence for  
convergent 
validity of the ITAS  
in renal transplant  
recipients. 
Validity was 
not tested 
against the 
gold standard 
electronic 
monitoring  

 
 
 
 
 

 

at least   
18 years 
of age or 
older.  

 
35 Greaves et The Patterns  

al, 2005, of Asthma 
Exeter, UK Medication 

Use 
Questionnaire  
[48] survey 
applied in a  
population of 
semi-rural 
UK practice  

 
These 5 questions are related to the 
way people take their asthma preventer 
inhalers. The 
questionnaire followed a decision 
pathway, exploring first whether ICS 
was taken regularly every day, then 
identifying whether any reported 
nonadherence was unintentional 
(‘forgetting’) or intentional, 
Identifying various patterns of 
intentional non-adherence.  

included, taking it regularly, everyday, 

forgetting, main reason don’t take  

 
IA = 2, I NA = N = 294 invited, 202 returned  
1, I/UI = 1+ 1 questionnaire and 185 
(reasons) + 1 completed the questionnaire 
(How often and 176 with usable pattern 
forget) + 1 data. 
(Strategy ) There was no significant 

interaction between asthma  
severity and pattern of 
medication use (p = 0.24), 
although the numeric trend 
suggests that regular  

 
The questionnaire we  
developed allowed the  
identification of three 
main patterns of  
medication use:  
Regular, Low-Dosing, 
and Symptom-Directed.  
Most  
non-adherence seemed 
to be intentional,  
reflecting deliberate  
strategies of either 
minimising the  

 
Although  
we 
attempted to 
control for 
underlying 
asthma 
severity,  
treatment 
level is not a  
perfect  

 
The  
mean 
age of 
respond 
ents was 
42.1 
(SD  
10.6, 
range 21 
to 61)  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
as self-   
reported 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
36   Liu et al, Self-reported 

2006 [49] adherence to 
 antiretroviral 

 theraphy  

 
 

 
medicine, do something else, 
strategy for taking, stop taking when 
asthma well control.  

- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
data from 2 prospective longitudinal 

clinical investigations conducted at 5 

HIV clinics ‘‘Many people don’t take 
their medication perfectly all the time. 
Over the past 7 days, how many times 
did you miss a dose of [this 
medication]?’’ In addition to the 
adherence questionnaire, patients were 
asked questions that were directly or 
indirectly related to medication 
adherence. These questions are  

 
 

 
medication users in the 
moderate-to severe group had 
better Asthma Quality of Life 
Questionnaire (AQLQ) scores 
than the 2 non-adherent 
groups (corrected Mean Diff. 
0.73 and 0.61 AQLQ points)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I or UI NA Not reported   
=1 

INA=1  

 
 

 
amount of treatment 
used regularly 
(Low-Dosing),  
or taking medication 
flexibly depending 
on recent 
or current symptoms 
(Symptom-Directed). 
Nonintentional non-
adherence 
(Forgetting) was rare.  

 
 

 
proxy, and   
so it may be 
that even 
within 
treatment 
steps, 
severity  
explains 
some of the 
variation in 
outcomesTh 
e group sizes 
were quite 
uneven. This 
limited the 
options for 
well-
powered 
comparisons 
between the 
different 
strategies 
and for sub-
group 
analyse  
 

38.76 

(8.09)  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

37 George et al, Beliefs and   
2006, Behaviour 
Parkville, Questionnaire 
Australia (BBQ). The 
Accpt: 12 ‘behaviour’ 
Nov 2005 section, 

separately 
entitled the 
Tool for 
Adherence 
Behaviour  
Screening 
(TABS), [4] 
self-reported  

 
 

 
classified into 3 domains: (1) 
medication regimen descriptions (eg, 
‘‘How many pills has your provider 
asked you to take each time?’’), (2) 
medication regimen timing (eg, ‘‘How 
long have you been on antiretroviral 
medication?’’), and (3) attitudinal 
factors (eg, ‘‘Taking HIV medication is 
too much trouble for what you get out 
of it.’’).  
The 30-item Beliefs and Behaviour 
Questionnaire (BBQ) measures 
beliefs, experiences and adherent 
behaviour with subsections of 
questionnaire included belief, 
experience and Adherence Behaviour 
Screening (TABS) sections.  
Belief section comprised of confidence 
and concerns subheading while 
experience section was comprised of 
satisfaction and disappointment 
subheadings. The TABS comprised of 
adherence and nonadherence 
subheadings  
Patients with chronic lung conditions 
were contacted through various 
respiratory support groups and one 
pulmonary rehabilitation centre in 
Victoria, Australia, for validating the 
questionnaire.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

IA=9 N = 525 of ambulatory The BBQ will be The use of Mean age : 

(confidence patients with chronic lung useful to identify terms such as 71.1 
)+3 disease(development) reasons behind ‘medicine’ and  
(satisfactio 280 patients responded to the intentional and ‘pills’ in some  
n)+4(adher questionnaire unintentional of the  
ence, The ‘beliefs’ section had a nonadherence to adherence tools  
INA=5 two-factor solution— both limit their use  
(concerns) ‘confidence’ and ‘concerns’ pharmacologic and in  
+5 with internal consistencies of non-pharmacologic screening  
(disappoint 0.82 and 0.45, respectively. management in nonadherence  
ment+4 The two domains identified patients with to  
(nonadhere from various The TABS pharmacologic  
nce) the section ‘experiences’— is brief management,  
 satisfaction’ and and could be mainly to  
 ‘disappointment’ had internal completed by convention  
 consistencies of 0.85 and 0.52, patients in a short al dosage  
 respectively. The ‘behaviour’ time period forms.  
 section, separately making it a more   
 entitled the Tool for practical tool than   
 Adherence Behaviour some other   
 Screening (TABS), had a measures of   
 two-factor solution— adherence in   
 ‘adherence’ and chronic   
 ‘nonadherence’, with diseases.   
 internal consistencies of    
 0.80 and 0.59,    

 respectively. All the     
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
38 Schroeder et adherence   

al, 2006, self-report 
Bristol, UK questionnaire 

(ASRQ) 
based on 
CQR 
instrument 
developed by 
de Klerk and 
colleagues in 
1999[50]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6 items, to measure medication taking 
behavior.which corresponds to 6 
levels of medication adherence from, 
perfect (level 1) to low (level 6)  
Participants were 245 patients 
with uncontrolled hypertension 
from 21 general practices taking 
part in a randomized trial.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IA(timing)=2, 

I/UI NA=4  

 
 

 
domains demonstrated 
comparable reliabilities 
across two different 
patient populations. Their 
temporal stabilities ranged 
between 0.62 and 0.94.  

N = 245 patients  
There was strong evidence 
that a drop in one adherence 
level from level 1 (highest 
level) to level 2 and from level 
2 to level  
3–6 (six being the lowest) 
combined was associated with 
a decrease in timing 
compliance of |5% (test for 
trend: P 5 0.0004). Adherence 
assessed by a brief self-report 
tool was associated with 
timing compliance obtained 
through electronic monitoring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ASRQ is administered 
with medication event 
monitoring systems 
(MEMS) cap to measure 
timing adherence or 
correct dosing or 
adherence related to 
intake of doses.  
.Adherence was 
associated with 
timing compliance 
through MEMS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
not an Not stated   
optimal tool 
.Low 
sensitivity 
or low 
positive 
predictive 
values. 
.Further 
research is 
required to 
investigate 
the validity 
of this tool  
in patients 
with lower 
adherence 
levels and in 
a nontrial 
population.   

39 Wetzels et Maastricht  
al., 2006, Utrecht 
Maastricht, Adherence in 
the hypertension( 
Netherlands MUAH) 

Questionnaire  
[51] self- 
reported  

 
24 Items measure barriers and beliefs, 
19 items medication related. 
The factors (scales) were labeled: 
positive attitude towards health care 
and medication (I), 
lack of discipline (II), aversion towards 
medication (III) and active coping with 
health problems (IV).  
The patients were recruited within 

the framework of two studies, 
initiated as a randomized clinical trial 
from 2 regions in the Netherland  

 
I A=8(positive 
attitude), I/UI 
NA=6(lack of 
discipline), I NA=5 
(aversion)  

 
N = 255 : development has excellent  
Chronbach’s alpha coefficient psychometric 

was 0.75, 0.80, 0.63 and 0.76 properties and may 
for scales I, II, III and IV, be useful to 
respectively. Convergent identify factors that 
validity was partly supported impede or facilitate  
by statistically significant adherence 
associations 
that were found between sum 
scores of subscales 1 and II  

 
However, it age  
is not clear ≤ 55 
to what to ≥ 
extent the 75 
questionnair 
e measures  
actual 
adherence 
Validation 
of the  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
40 Glass et al, Swiss HIV   

2006, Basel, Cohort Study 
Switzerland Adherence  

Questions 
Glass et al. (SHCS-AQ) 
2008 [52] A 2 items 

self-reported 
from 4 items 
questionnaire 
of BAASIS  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 2-item adherence questionnaire was 

measure behavior in taking ART medicine 

taking adherence ( How often did 

you miss a dose in the last 4 weeks: daily, 
more than once a week, once a week, once 
every second week, once a month, never?^) 
and drug holidays (Did you have a period 
of no drug intake for >24 hours in the last 4 
weeks? Yes, no^) 
Three definitions of nonadherence 
were considered: missing Q1  
dose, missing Q2 doses, and taking < 95% 
of doses in the past 4 weeks. 

Part I: – taking – administration 
– regularity of medication intake 
– presence of drug holidays 
Part II: – VAS 
Controllable barriers 
Uncontrollable barriers  

 
at 7 outpatient clinics from participating 
HIV centers, associated hospitals, or 
specialized private practices.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I/UI   
NA=2(timing)  

 
 

 
and the BMQ and electronic 

monitoring, respectively.  
 
 
 
N = 3607 included in analysis out 

of 5861 registered with SHCS  
The more nonadherent individuals 

become, the worse the HIV 
infection profile. More than 78% 
of all patients had optimal viral 
suppression during the previous 6 
months; this percentage dropped 
to 72.1% in those who had missed 
Q1  
dose of medication, 64.0% in 
those who had missed Q2 doses, 
and 58.4% in those with G95% 
adherence. The percentage of 
individuals with increases in CD4 
count of 950 cell per 109 /L in the 
previous year decreased from  
57.1% to 49.8% with diminishing 
adherence. Of those who reported 
taking a drug holiday, only 52.8% 
had optimal viral suppression 
compared with 80.4% of those 
who did not report taking a drug 
holiday. A strong linear 
relationship was found between 
the number of missed doses and 
optimal viral suppression (Fig. 1) 
and the  

test for linear trend was 
highly significant (P 
<G0.0001).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
this is the largest   
study so far to look  
at correlates of 
self-reported 
nonadherence in 
HIV-infected 
individuals 
Recall is limited to 
the preceding 4 
weeks. Conceptual 
framework: both 
taking and 
timing of intake 
assessed. 
b. Items and 
scoring: 1-mo 
recall period, easy 
to use (short 
interview), any 
deviation from 
any of the items is 
considered as 
nonadherence, and 
easy to score.  
c. Psychometric 
properties: 
concurrent validity 
relative to 
electronic 
monitoring  

 
 

 
MUAH-   
questionnair 
e in other 
studies is 
needed  
did not detect 
an association 
between 
nonadherence and  
reported ART 
toxicity, which  
was defined as 
the reason an 
individual 
stopped a 
particular drug 
since the year 
2000. This 
definition  
might not 
accurately 
measure 
symptom distress 
due to 
side effects, 
which was found 
to significantly 
correlate with  
nonadherence  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M   
i 
n  
m 
e  
a  
n 
a  
g  
e 
(  
S  
D 
)  
:  
4 
1  
.  
4 
(  
8  
. 
3  
)  
M  
a 
x  
m 
e  
a  
n 
a  
g  
e 
(  
S  
D 
)  
:  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
demonstrated for   
item on taking 
adherence in HIV; 
predictive validity 
demonstrated by 
capability of item 
to predict  
virological failure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4   
3 
. 
5 
(  
9 
.  
7  
) 

 

41   Mannheimer Center for A composite (sum) of three I/UI NA = 3 
et al, Oct Adherence measures to measure adherence to  
2006, New Support antiretroviral therapy:  
York Evaluation 2. difficulty taking on time  

 (CASE) 3. ‘average number of days  
 Adherence  per week at least 1 dose  
 Index, a  missed  
 measure of 4. ‘last time missed at least  
 self-reported  one dose  
 antiretroviral Among participants in a  
 therapy longitudinal, prospective cross-site  
 (ART) [53] evaluation of 12 adherence  
  programs throughout the United  

  States    

 
 
N=524  
The CASE Adherence Index 
correlated strongly with the three day 
self-reported adherence data (p 
B/0.001) and was more strongly 
associated with HIV outcomes, 
including a 1-log 
decline in HIV RNA level 
(maximum OR=2.34; p < 0.05), HIV 
RNA <400 copies/ml (maximum OR 
= 2.33; p < 0.05)  
and performed as well as the three-day 
self-report when predicting CD4 count 
status. Participants with a CASE 
Index 
score > 10 achieved a 98 cell mean 
increase in CD4 count over 12 
months, compared to a 41 cell 
increase for those with  
scores ≤10 (p < 0.05).  

 

able to predict   
virologic response, 
brief, not  
dependent on 
specific medication  
recall and requires 
limited training 
before it can be 
implemented in the 
field by both HIV 
practitioners and 
researchers  

 
 
the sites refusal  
rates 
and the  
characteristics 
of those  
refusing to  
participate were  
not uniformly 
collected. In  
addition, 
although 1,154  
participants  
formed the 
starting  
pool of subjects  
for this 
analysis, the  
cross-sections  
in the analysis 
consisted of  
less than half of  
these 
participants.  

 

Mea   
n 
age:  
40.1 
3 
(SD 
= 
8.6)  

42   Bell et al, Adherence among patients receiving I/UI NA = 1 N=80 is the first to  

2007, Question[54] free treatment from a government  There was no clear relation compare the MC Overadhere 
Malawi self-reported hospital in Blantyre, Malawi;  between pill count (PC) and with standard nce 

  Did you miss a tablet yesterday,  MEMS CAP (MC) adherence: adherence estimation 
  last week, or last month, or  4 patients had MC adherence measures in a of Self- 
  have you ever missed a tablet?  20% but PC adherence of government ART report 

    100%. Self-reports of missing clinic in Africa   

 
Mean age  
38.6 
years  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
   a tablet did not correlate with 

43   Risser et al, The Self- 13 items from original 21 to identify   UI NA =13 
poor MC adherence. 
N=436 

2007, Efficacy for situations in which patients have The final 13-item scale had 
Atlanta, GA Appropriate low self-efficacy in adhering to good 

 Medication prescribed medications evaluated internal consistency reliability 
 Use among patients with coronary heart (Cronbach’s α 0.89). A two- 
 Scale(SEAM disease and factor solution was found, 
 S}[55] self- other comorbid conditions explaining 52.3% of the 
 reported scale  scale’s variance. The scale 
   performed similarly across 
   literacy 

   levels.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

High internal Time Age 
consistency in consuming mean 
patients with high  63.8 ± 
or low literacy  10.4 

  years  

 
 

44 Gehi et al, Single item I item measuring behavior in medication I/UIA=1 N = 1015 Only one question,  64 ± 11 in 
 Sept 10, 2007, measure of taking in terms of following the (frequency) 83 (8.2%) reported simple and effective  nonadhere 
 Atlanta, self-reported prescribed frequency  in outpatients  nonadherence to their   nt group 
 Georgia adherence[56] with stable coronary heart disease  medications, and 146 (14.4%)   and 67 ± 
     developed cardiovascular events.   11 in the 
     Nonadherent participants were   adherent 
     more likely than adherent   group 
     participants to develop    
     cardiovascular events during 3.9    
     years of follow-up (22.9% vs    
     13.8%, P=.03). Self-reported    
     nonadherence remained    
     independently predictive of    
     adverse cardiovascular events    
     after adjusting for baseline    
     cardiac disease    
     severity, traditional risk factors,    
     and depressive symptoms    
     (hazards ratio, 2.3; 95%    
     confidence interval, 1.3-    

45 Prado et al, self-report on Items are a mix of taking adherence 
 4.3; P=.006). 

This study provides the association (53. I/UI A/NA = 1 N=120 

 2007, Brazil adherence and reasons why medication was not  Logistic regression was used to diagnostic  7%) 
     estimate     
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
[57] in taken.   
primary care a self-reported adherence 
hypertensives comprising of 1 item ‘You think you  

took your 
antihypertensive medication as 
prescribed by physician in the last 
month’ defined by answering ‘yes’  
or ‘no’ to the question.  

 
 

 
 

sensitivity (highest value of performance between the of 
88.2% for self-report), No indirect indicators of result of the the 
method of measuring adherence indirect measures of Morisky-Green patie 
had a good positive predictive adherence to 

test and nts 
value for adherence, antihypertension 

adherence to were  medication  

medication over  The study showed 
 

was 60  that none of the four 
 indirect methods to marginally years of 
 measure adherence significant age, 
 had satisfactory Pill count  

 diagnostic overestimate  
 performance adherence  
 and pointed to the   

 utility of objective   
 measures such as   
 patient age and   
 failure to control   

 HBP.    
46   Munoz- Self-reported Items are a mix of taking I/UI NA =1 

Moreno et Adherence to adherence and I/UI NA 
al, 2007, HIV therapy reasons why medication was not =1(conditions) 
Spain by taken. to measure adherence data  

 questionnaire which comprised 3 parts: the no of  
 (SERAD) times the patient failed to take the  
 questionnaire medication, the times the patient  
 [58], a failed to observe the intake  
 qualitative conditions and the reasons for  
 and nonadherence which gave  
 quantitative, calculations to 9 outputs , conducted  
 clinician- among in HIV infected outpatients  
 administered conducted in 2 phases: 1-pilot study  

 questionnaire and 2: multicenter study   

Not reported 

 

N = 530 prospectively 

included, 66 
in the pilot study and 464 in 
the multicenter study  
The SERAD questionnaire 
showed good feasibility and 
significant validity. Adequate 
levels of agreement between 
methods were observed  

 

Concurrent validity Age 
demonstrated 38 ± 

 10 
one of the greatest 
advantages of 
SERAD was the 
possibility of using 
different adherence 
measures. 
is a feasible and 
useful instrument for 
assessing adherence 
to 
HAART regimens in 
HIV-infected  
patients, and makes it 
possible to obtain 
reliable qualitative 
and quantitative 
information related to 
treatment adherence.  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
47 Leuven- Basel   

Basel Assessment 
Adherence of Adherence 
Research with the 
Group Immunosuppr 

essive 
Regimen  
scale 

Dobbles et (BAASIS) 
al. [25] [59] 

 
From BAAS 

 
 

 
Self- report interview to assess 
nonadherence with the  
immunosuppressive regimen in the past month; 
consisting of four questions that need to be 
answered by yes or no; if yes, it is asked how 
often this happened in the past 4 wk:  
1. Do you recall not taking your 
immunosuppressive medications? 

2. Have you skipped several doses in a row 
of your immunosuppressive medication?  
3. Do you recall taking 
your immunosuppressive 
medications more than 2 hr earlier or later 
than the prescribed dosing time? 
4. Have you lowered the prescribed 
amount of your  
immunosuppressive medication on 
your own? 

 
 

 
INA=3   

I A = 1 BAASIS measures both the 
taking and timing of 
medications. 
Can be performed in interview 
format 

 
 

 

48   Tielen et al. Self response 
2008 to Q-set . 

 hybrid 
 qualitative– 
 quantitative 
 method 
 that provides 
 a foundation 
 for the 
 systematic 
 study of 
 subjectivity, 
 peoples’ 
 viewpoints, 
 beliefs, 
 attitudes, 
 feelings, 

 opinions, and  

 
 

 
37 statements regarding posttransplant 
health lifestyle attitudes with 12 items 
regarding medication attitudes. Luckily 
my parents help me think of my 
medication and appointments. I find it 
hard to bear that my medication makes 
me thicker 7. When I stay in bed late, I 
just take my medication later . I have no 
problem swallowing larger pills . I never 
forget my medication . I experience no 
side-effects from my medication  
25. For most of my medication I don’t 
know why I take it 
26. It is more important to enjoy life 
than to be compliant 
27. When I am out with friends, I am 
not very punctual with medication 
28. Healthcare professionals may 
confront me with the consequences, 
when I do not comply with the regime  

 
 

 
 

I NA =5, Analysis of their Q-sorts This Q- 18-25 
IA=4 resulted methodological  
I or NI NA in a four factor solution, study revealed four  
= 3 that is, four distinct young distinct  
 adult health lifestyle  
 posttransplant health attitudes among  
 lifestyle attitude profiles young adult  
 (Table 2). The transplant  
 four factors were defined recipients: (a)  
 by 17 participants (65%); concerned and  
 four participants did not controlled, (b)  
 load statistically appearance  
 significantly on any of the orientated, (c)  
 factors and five opinionated and  
 participants were independent, and  
 confounded. (d) easy going  
  and pliable. The  

  goal of Q-   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
the like ([60]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
49 Morisky et 8-item   

al, 2008, Los Morisky 
Angeles , Medication 
CA, USA, Adherence  
Krousel- Scale 
Wood et al (MMAS- 

8)[61] self- 
reported 
measure  

 
 

 
29. If you forget your medication 
once in a while, nothing really bad 
will happen  
A pillbox is a handy aid  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Only taking adherence is assessed 
.Scale contains 8 to measure 
medication-taking behavior and 
barriers to adherence. Items 
referring to barriers instead of 
medication taking behavior The 
MMAS-8 was developed from a 
previously validated four-item scale 
and supplemented with additional 
items addressing, the circumstances 
surrounding adherence 
behavior.among hypertensive 
outpatient setting in a large teaching 
hospital attending hypertension 
clinic at a regularly scheduled 
appointment at the medical centre..  

 
See OS MMAS also below  

 
 

 
 

  methodology is,   
  first   
  and foremost, to   
  uncover different   
  patterns of thought   
  and   
  not their   
  numerical   
  distribution   
  among the   
  larger   
  population   
  (24). Finally, it   
  is a small   
  sample   
  methodology   
New items: N = 1367 MMAS-8 proved This mean age 
INA=2 Good reliability. Construct to be reliable with study was of 
 validity established. good concurrent conducted in responde 

I/UI NA =3   Good concurrent and and predictive very low nts was 
 predictive validity validity in income 52.5 
 Cronbach alpha was 0.83 and primarily low minority years 
 significantly associated with income, patients (SD=12.2 
 blood pressure control (p < minority patients treated for years), 
 0.05). with hypertension, hypertensio  
 Sensitivity of 93% and and might function n seeking  
 specificity of 53% as a screening tool routine care  
  in outpatient in a clinic  
  settings with other setting and  
  patient groups. may not be  
   representati  
   ve of  
   patients  
   from other  
   socioec  

   onomic   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
backgro   
unds. 

 
 
 
 
 
Reynolds et Osteopor   
al, 2012, osis- 
Iowa USA Specific 

Morisky  
Medicati 
on 
Adheren 
ce Scale 
(OS- 
MMAS)[  
76] self- 
reported  

 
 
 
 
 
8 items modified version of 
The MMAS-8  
for assessing self-reported adherence 
to oral osteoporosis medications to 
measure medication-taking behaviour. 
 
Respondent women were 
randomly selected from Kaiser 
Permanente Southern  

California, a large integrated 
health care delivery system, and 
mailed a self administered survey  

 
 
 
 
 
 

INA=5, N = 500 women a valuable This Age 55 
UINA=3  assessment of study was and above 
 Cronbach α was 0.82 and the adherence in limited to Mean 
 ICC was 0.77. Convergent women newly women .(SD) 
 validity was supported by prescribed oral newly 69.9(8.77) 
 significant correlations with osteoporosis prescribed to 
 SEAMS, BMQ necessity, and medications. daily or 71.7(10.1) 
 TSQM scores. In confirmatory  weekly oral  
 factor analysis, a single-factor  bisphosphon  
 scale was supported.  ate regimens  
   for  
 Strong psychometric  osteoporosis  
 properties with good reliability  from a  
 and construct validity  single health  
   plan. As  
   such, results  
   should not  
   be  
   generalized  
   to users of  
   monthly or  
   parenteral  
   osteoporosis  
   medicat  

   ions.   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
50 Kerr et al, Self-reported   

July/August HAART 
2008, adherence . 
Canada [62] an 

interviewer- 
administered 
adherence  
scale  

 
 

 
 

1 item questionnaire developed for this I/UI A/NA = 1 N=88 
study measure behavior of medication  Among 88 HIV-infected 
taking in terms of frequency of taking  IDUs, 48 (55%) had an 
medication in the last 6 months  adherence rate of ≥75% as 
Data for this study were collected 

 

 measured by pharmacy refill 
from Vancouver Injection Drug 

 

 adherence, whereas 81 (92%) 
Users study (VIDUS) 

 

 had an adherence rate of ≥75% 
  

  as measured by self-report. 
  Self-reported 
  adherence was not statistically 
  associated with pharmacy 

  refill adherence (P > .1).  

 
 

 
VIDUS is mea   
not a n 
random age 
sample. was 
validity of 40 
self-report year 
measures s  
may be (stan 
limited dard 
when devi 
applied to ation 
community- = 
recruited 6.8). 
IDUs.   

51 Fernandez et Medication  
al, Dec Adherence 2008, 
USA. Self-efficacy  

Scale- 
Revision 
(MASES-R)  
on African 
American 
Reduced 13- 
items version 
from the 
MASES[63]  

 

The shortened scale, consists of 13 IA=13 N=168 The scale has good 54 
items that assess an individual’s  Confirmatory (CFA), internal (SD 
belief in their confidence to adhere  exploratory (EFA) factor consistency and = 
to prescribed anti-hypertensive  analyses, and classical test reliability with 12.3 
medications under a variety of  theory (CTT) analyses, excellent alpha 6) 
challenging situations. Twelve of  suggested that MASES is a coefficients, item  
the items ask about confidence in  unidimensional and internally to total  
specific situations (e.g. busy at  reliable measure with correlations, test-  
home, no symptoms, traveling etc.),  relatively stable scores over 3 retest coefficients,  
and one item asks about confidence  months. Results of item and has a  
in ability to make medication  response theory (IRT) unidimensional  
adherence a part of daily routine,  analyses led to revision of the factor structure.  
among hypertensive African  scale to a 13-item version: the Evidence of both  
American in primary care practices  MASES-R. EFA, CTT, and concurrent and  
  IRT results for the predictive  
  MASES-R supported its validity.of  
  reliability and validity. MASES-R. The  
   MASES-R  
   correlated  
   positively and  
   significantly with  

   electronic   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
     medication   

     adherence,.   

52   Byerly et al, Brief 3 questions and an overall visual Towards I=1, n= 35 with schizophrenia; n= valid, reliable, Electronic aver 
2008, Adherence analog rating scale to assess the I/UI – 2(did not 26 with schizoaffective sensitive, and monitoring age 
Dallas, USA Rating Scale proportion of doses taken by the take and take disorder) specific estimates (EM) may age 

 (BARS) [64], patient in the past month (0%– less) A significant of antipsychotic overestimate of 
 clinician- 100%).  positive relationship was medication adherence 44.3 
 administered 3 items measure knowledge on  found between mean BARS adherence. A brief  year 
 adherence regimen and behavioral episode of  and EM adherence (β= 0.98; adherence  s, 
 instrument missed medication-taking  rs= 0.59, p<0.0001). assessment  SD= 
  administered to outpatients with  Cronbach's coefficient instrument for  9.1 
  schizophrenia and schizoaffective  alpha revealed very high feasible use in  (ran 
  disorder, recruited from three Dallas  internal reliability for the community-based  ge 
  County public mental health  BARS (α= 0.92). A moderate- settings.  21– 
  outpatient clinics.  to-strong degree of test–retest   59 
    reliability was also   year 
    found for the BARS (β ranged   s). 
  *PANSS – positive and negative  from 0.53 to 0.92 and rs    
  symptoms scale  ranged from 0.46 to 0.86).    
    Regarding concurrent validity    
    of the BARS, greater    
    mean BARS adherence was    
    significantly related to lower    
    mean *PANSS total scores    
    (β=−0.40; rs    
    =−0.39, p= 0.002) and to    
    lower    
    mean Positive symptom sub-    
    scale scores (β=−0.08, p=.007;    
    rs    
    =−0.28, p=.02). An initial 3-    
    month monitoring period with    
    the    
    BARS also demonstrated good    

    sensitivity (73%) and     
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
53 Hahn et al, Adherence   

2008, Starts with 
Bronx, NY, Knowledge 
USA ASK-20 [65] 

 
Later Matza  
et al 2009 
dropped 8 
items from 
this 
questionnaire 
to become 
ASK-12 see 
below  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Twenty (20) items representing ten 
factor groupings were selected for the 
final instrument to assess medication-
taking behaviour and patient-
perceived barriers .  
 
Participants were recruited over the 
Internet from the Harris Interactive’s 
Chronic Illness Panel, consisting of 
individuals reporting diagnoses of at 
least one of more than 60 chronic 
medical conditions.  

 
 

 
 

 specificity (74%) in    
 identifying non-adherent    
 outpatients (defined as <70%    
 mean EM adherence)    
I NA=7, UI Phase I: development: the pool satisfactory Future 46.8 
NA=6, IA=6, of 45 items was tested in focus validity and research ± 
I/UI NA=1 groups consisting of patients internal using more 12.5 
 with asthma (n = 10), diabetes consistency. objective to 
 (n = 15), or heart failure  measures of 61.7 
 (n = 8).  adherence is ±11. 
 Phase II: item reduction and  warranted to 3 
 psychometric assessment ,N =  confirm the Ran 
 605 :  exploratory ge 
 Concurrent validity of the  validity and 19- 
 dichotomously scored  reliability of 85 
 individual items, the total  ASK-20 year 

 barrier count (TBC) and ASK-   s old  
20 scores in relation to self- 
reported adherence was 
generally good. Cronbach’s  
alpha coefficient was 0.77 for 
the TBC and 0.85 for the 
ASK-20 score. Later Matza 
2008 retest the reliability and 
validity where a total of 112 
patients participated (75.9% 

female; mean age ¼ 46.7 
years). The ASK-20 had good 
internal consistency reliability 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.76) and 
test–retest reliability (0.80).  
Concurrent validity was 
demonstrated through 
significant correlations with 
the Morisky Medication 
Adherence Scale (r = -  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
0.61,p<0.001), condition-   
specific measures, and the SF- 
12 Mental Component 
Summary score (r = -0.40, 
p<0.001). 

 
 
Matza Adheren   
et al, ce Starts 
2009, with 
Georgia Knowled 

ge ASK- 
12 
adherenc 
e barrier 
survey[6 
8]  

 
 
 

12 items measure medication taking I NA=5 N=112 ASK-12, which 
behavior and patient-perceived barriers. (Behaviour) new total score (ASK-12) had demonstrated 
8 items were dropped from the ASK-20, + 1 good internal consistency comparable 
5 items (items 3, 4, 6, 14, and 15) and 7 (invonvenien reliability (Cronbach’s α 0.75) psychometric 
and 10 barrier items were dropped. ce), I A= 4 and test-retest reliability performance to the 
resulting in a 4-item subscale called (beliefs), UI (intraclass correlation 0.79). original 20-item 
health beliefs and later item 5 dropped NA=2 Convergent validity was version.  Thus, both 
resulting in a 3-item subscale that was (forgetfulnes demonstrated through questionnaires 
labelled inconvenience/forgetfulness.. s) correlations with the remain available for 

Patients with asthma, diabetes, and  Morisky Medication use. In sum, the 
congestive heart failure were  Adherence Scale (r –0.74; p ASK-12 may 
recruited from a university medical  < 0.001), condition-specific provide a unique 

center clinic visits as well as via  measures, the SF-12 Mental source of information 

flyers, media advertisements, and  Component Score (r –0.32; p on adherence 
 

< 0.01), and proportion of behavior and barriers 
targeted mailings.  

 
days covered by filled in a range of clinical   

  medication prescriptions in and research settings. 
  the past 6 months as  
  indicated by pharmacy  
  claims data (r –0.20; p =  

  0.059).   

 
 
 

difficult 4 
to quantify 6 
the impact . 
of reducing 7 
a scale from ± 
20 items to 1 
12 0 
items across . 

all settings. 6  
The shorter 
instrument 
may be 
more  
practical for 
some 
clinicians, 
while others 
may prefer 
the 

added 
detail 
offered 
by the 
20-item  
version  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
54 Deschamps European   

et al, 2008, HIV 
Belgium Treatment 

Questionnaire  
EHTQ [3] 
self-reported 
measure 

 
 
 

 
55 Lu et al, Lu   

2008, instrument: 
Boston, self-reported 
USA HIV 

medication 
adherence 
[66] among 
low literacy 
patients with  
chronic 
disease 

 
 

 
Measure percentage of doses missed 
and drug holidays for each 
antiretroviral drug separately  
A single centre study on HIV positive 
adults on antiretroviral therapy (ART) 
followed up at the University 
Hospitals Leuven 
 
 
 
 
 
which time frame is most accurate, they 
compared 3, 7-day, and 1-month self-
reports with data from medication 
event monitoring system (MEMS).  
They asked patients whether they had 
taken or missed each of the prescribed 
doses of the monitored medication on 
each of the 3 or 7 days or I month days 
prior to the study visit. There were 
separate sets of items for those on 
once-a-day and twice a-day regimens. 
Also included frequency and percent 
items. We enrolled subjects from five 
sites in the  
greater Boston area including two 
academic medical centers, a 
community health center, a general 
medicine practice based in an academic 
medical center, and a private infectious 
diseases practice. 

 
 

 
IA=2, N=149   
I/UI NA=2 The sensitivity of the complex 

EHTQ was less than 50%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IA=1(3days,I/U N=156   
I NA=1(7days), Over-reporting (self-report 
I/UI A/NA=3(1 minus MEMS) was 
month) significantly less for the 1- 

month recall period (9%) than 
for the 3 (17%) or 7-day 
(14%) periods. 
Over-reporting was 
significantly less for the 1-  
month rating task (3%) than 
for the 1-month frequency and 
percent tasks (both 12%). 

A rating response format was  
superior to frequency and 
percentage response formats. 

 
 

 
 

the first HIV- Sensitivity adult 
related study to was less s 
explore the than 50%  
diagnostic values due to  
of electronic complex  
monitoring and questioning  

self report as about each  
adherence measures drug  
with two reference separately as  
standards compared to  

 SCHS-AQ  
this study is the Further research Me 
first to demonstrate could compare an 
significantly less 1 month recall age 
over-reporting of with other recall 42 
adherence with a 1 periods such as yea 
month 2 weeks. rs 
recall period than Verification of  
with either 3- or 7- these finding in  
day period, other  
suggesting populations is  
that 1 month may needed, as is  
be a more useful further testing  
recall period for of the accuracy  
self-report. of other  

 response tasks,  

 such as VASs   

 
56 Kripalani et Adherence to   

al, 2009 Refills and 
Nashville, Medications 
TN, USA Scale 

(ARMS) 
14 items 
(initially)[67]  

 
Reduced ARMS with 12 items   
comprised of two subscales: 
adherence with the filling or refilling of 
prescriptions on schedule, and  
adherence with taking medications, 
administered to patients with coronary  

 
 

I NA=4, UI N=435 The ARMS is a One Age 
NA=5, I/UI=3 The final 12-item scale had valid and reliable limitation of (years), 
 high internal consistency medication a good this study is mean 
 overall performance its SD 63.7 
 (Cronbach’s a = 0.814) and characteristics performance 10.3 
 among patients with when used in a at a single  

 inadequate (α = 0.792) or chronic disease inner-city   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
heart disease in an inner-city primary   
care clinic  

 
 

 
marginal/adequate literacy population even   
skills (α = 0.828) among low-literacy 
The ARMS correlated patients. 
significantly 
with the Morisky adherence 
scale (Spearman’s rho = - 
0.651, P < 0.01),  
and it correlated more strongly 
with measures of refill 
adherence than 
did the Morisky scale.  

 
 

 
 

hospital that <65 
serves a (52. 
predominate 9%) 
ly African  
American  
population.  
This may  
limit  
generalizabi  
lity to other  

settings.   
57 Mc Horney Adherence  

et al 2009 Estimator 
Westpoint, [69] self 
PA, USA reports of 

adherence 
behaviors 
healthcare 
provider 
administered  
questionnaire 
via interview 
format  

 

A three-item proximal screener for the I NA= (non Phase 1 :Qualitative focus groups A brief, proximal 
likelihood of non-adherence to fulfillment and with 140 healthcare consumers screener for patient 
prescription medications (medication nonpersistence), and two internet-based surveys of propensity to adhere 
non-fulfillment and non-persistence) for  adults with chronic disease, to 
chronic disease. An item *”Im comprising a total of prescription 
 convinced of the 1772 respondents, Phase 2:  Of medications for 
The three-item measures three proximal importance of my the 1523 respondents to the phase chronic diseases. It is 
beliefs related to intentional non- prescription II survey, 1072 readily scored and is 
adherence (medication non-fulfillment medication” can were sampled for a single easily interpretable. 

and non-persistence). Among adults be I A/NA adherent behavior while 451 were Due to its brevity and 

with chronic diseases from Chicago, IL instead sampled for more than one transparency, it 
and Atlanta  adherent behavior should prove to be 
  Sensitivity = 88% practical for use in 
   everyday clinical 
   practice and in 
   disease management 
   for adherence quality 

   improvement.  

Adherence Mea  
Estimator n 
should be age 
completed ( 
by the SD) 
patient by 59.5 
pencil and 10.5 
paper, ) for 
computer, phas  
personal e 1 
digital and 
assistant, 58.2 
or kiosk (10. 
rather than 4) 
directly for 
administere phas  
d via e II 
interview 
format to 
the patient  
by a 
healthcare 
provider  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
58 Ren et al, Episode   

2009, Specific 
Boston, Approach 
USA (ESA) 

Adherence 
Measure [70] 
for self-report  
antipsychotic 
adherence in 
patients with 
schizophrenia  

 
 

 
Both treatment persistence and 

medication compliance were measured 

as the length of time a patient was 

continuously on any antipsychotic 

agents included in the study until a gap 

of 30 days with no filled as 

discontinuation of medication.  
 
This study used the Veterans Health 
Administration (VA) administrative 
data consisted of an outpatient file, 
which provides information system 
about all outpatient clinic visits in the 
VA, and an inpatient file, which 
provides medical information about all 
discharges  
from VA inpatient settings  

 
 

 
I/UI = 1(length N = 18,425   
of time) The study found that the 3 

existing measures differed 
in their approaches in 
measuring treatment 
adherence, suggesting that 
studies using these  
different measures would 
generate different levels 
of treatment adherence 
across antipsychotic 
agents.  

 
 

 

Medication   
episode-specific 
approach, provide 
a fairer comparison  
of the levels of 
treatment 
adherence across 
different  
antipsychotic 
agents. 
 

Allow  
prescription 
choices among  
different 
antipsychotic 
agents based 
on adherence  

 
 

 
 

more Mean age 
research is 51.0 ± 

needed to 10.7  
examine the 
extent of 
adjunctive 
use of other  
agents  

59   Duggan Sept Adherence to 
2009, USA antiretroviral 

 therapy: a 
 survey of 
 factors 
 associated with 
 medication 
 usage . 
 Self-reported 

 survey [71]  

 
A 30 items screening questions about 
medication usage and attitudes toward 
HIV by patients in the outpatient clinic 
setting who seeked care for HIV infection at  
the University of Toledo Health Science 

Campus. Comprised of 3 parts: 
-acceptance/avoidance questions, (3) 
-completely tethered questions(11) and 
motivation questions (16).  

 
I A=10, UI Ninety eight adherent and 34 
NA=4, I/UI non-adherent patients 
NA=8, I NA=8 completed the 60 item survey. 

After logistic regression analysis, 
several questions appeared to be 
the main predictors of non-
adherence i.e: 

 
Have you ever thought of having 
HIV as a ‘‘punishment?’’ Do you 
feel that your medicines are hard 
to take? Do you believe the 
medicines for HIV that you take 
are working for you?  

 
The questions which 
correlated 
with adherence in 
this survey may help 
identify causal 
pathways that reflect  
different levels of  
functioning in 
the HRQL model  

 
Age  
> 18  
- ≥ 
51  

 
60 Dobbles et Transplant  

al 2010 [25] Audit for 
medication 
management  

Questionnaire used in the Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital, 
Birmingham, United Kingdom, to  
evaluate how well kidney 
transplant patients are taking their  
medication after transplantation.  

 
IA–4  
INA=1  

 
Conceptual  
framework: 
only taking,  
and  

 
Concept  
ual 
framew 
ork:  
only  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
Part I consists of five questions   
referring to adherence 
in general, which need to be scored  
on a 10-cm 
VAS scale ranging from disagree 
to agree: 
1. In the past 3 mo, I have always 
taken all of my 
antirejection medications 
as instructed. 
2. I always remember to take 
my antirejection 
medications. 
3. Sometimes, I only take some of 
my antirejection 
medications. 
4. I never forget to take 
my morning antirejection 
doses. 
5. I never forget my 
evening rejection dose. 

Part II asks about remembering to take 
specific drugs.  

 
 

 
not timing, of taking,   
intake and 
assessed. not 
b. Items and timing, 
scoring: long of 
recall period intake 
for assesse  
item 1; no d. 

recall period b. Items 
given for and 
subsequent scoring:  
items; no long 
scoring recall 
algorithm period 
available, for 
making it item 1; 
unclear how no 
items recall 
need to be period  
scored. given 

c. Psychometric for 

properties: not subsequ 
tested. ent 

items; 
no 
scoring 
algorith 
m 
availabl 
e,  
making 
it 
unclear 
how 
items  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

61 Gabriel and Antidepressa   
Violato , nt adherence 
2010, Scale (AAS) 
Calgary A self-report 
Canada rating scale 

[72]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4 items to assess the degree to which 
forgetting, carelessness, and stopping 
due to feeling worse or feeling better 
interfere with adherence in the last 4 
weeks  
 
Experts in mood disorders (n= 12) 

participated in the formal validity 

assessment of the instrument. 
 
Patients treated as outpatients following 

referrals by their family physicians. 
 

 
 

 
need to   
be 
scored. 

c. 
Psychometri 
c properties: 
not  
tested. afte  

UI NA=2, I   The developed instrument was The AAS can be Recall 18-65 
NA=2, administered to patients who used in clinical items is years of 
(like were settings (2–3 quite age 
Moriskysca prescribed antidepressants (n= min to difficult  
le) 63). administer) to for  
 There was 90% agreement evaluate elderly  
 among experts that the items patients'   
 were highly relevant providing adherence to   
 strong evidence for content antidepressants   
 validity. There were    

 significant correlations    
(pb0.05) between 
knowledge and attitude 
subscales and adherence 
items. The internal 
consistency reliability 
(Cronbach's alpha) was 
0.66 for the instrument   

62 Clayton et Medication  
al, 2010, Adherence 
New York Assessment 

Tool 
(MAAT)[73] 
a clinician-  
rated 
instrument  

 
A second version of MAAT with 12 items 
MAAT, from initially 8 items, a clinician-
rated structured instrument to assess 
patients’ medication adherence 
medication-taking behaviours and barriers 
in patients who were prescribed 
antipsychotic medications in terms of 1. 
cognitive functioning 2. Insight into 
illness 3. Use of alcohol and/or drugs 4. 
Recent relapses or hospitalizations 5. 
Attitude toward medication 6. Recent  

 

I A/NA = 12 In a study with N=12 

 experience raters, MAAT, 
 inter-rater reliability was 
 excellent (r = 0.994 for the 
 total 
 score; with inter-rater 
 reliability on individual items 
 ranging from 0.608 to 1.0). 
 N = 512 prescribers with 

 information returned on a total  

 

has good internal scores were 

reliability not 
 significantly 
 correlated 
 with 
 Medication 
 Possession 
 Ratio (MPR). 
 Unreliable 
 since seemed 
 to be more 

 based on  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Clayton Medicati   
et al, on 
2010, Adheren 
New ce 
York Assessm 

ent Tool  
(MAAT) 
[73] a 
clinician- 
rated 
instrume 
nt  

63 Culig, 2011, Culig  
Croatia Adherence 

Scale [75] 
pharmacist- 
administered  

 
 

 
history of taking medication 7.   
Treatment 
8. Bothersome side effects 9. Engaged 
with treatment team 10. Support 
system 11.Psychotropic polypharmacy 
12.Access to care and medication 
This study was conducted using 
existing pharmacy 
claims data from Medicaid programs 
in Missouri, and instrument was sent to 
prescribers from the 3 states of 
Missouri, Alaska, and Utah 
 
 

 
medication adherence medication-
taking behaviours and barriers 
cognitive functioning 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
16 items to measure reasons for 

skipping drug doses; The subjects' 

attitude towards prescribed therapy 

was assessed with the help two 

questions. The first question was an 

objective one, in which the subjects 

were asked to explain whether 

complying with their physician's 

instructions regarding the 

medications. The second  

 
 

 
of 644 patients of these 359   
completed MAAT. 
Cronbach α= 0.8 
The regression coefficient was 
statistically significant (p <  
0.001) and indicated a small 
decrease in MPR (0.0073) for 
every 1-point increase in 
MAAT total score; however, 
the r2 (0.0496) for the 
relationship indicated that < 
5% of the variability in MPR 
can be explained by a patient’s 
total MAAT score.  

I A/NA = Insight into illness 3. Use of 

12 alcohol and/or drugs 4. Recent 
relapses or hospitalizations 5. 
Attitude toward medication 6. 
Recent history of taking 
medication 7. Treatment  
8. Bothersome side effects 9. 
Engaged with treatment team 10. 
Support system 11.Psychotropic 
polypharmacy 12.Access to care 
and medication 

 
 
I NA = 10, UI I and UI   
NA6 N=635 

The great majority of 
study subjects reported 
forgetfulness as the main 
reason for skipping drug  
doses. 
Bivariate analysis showed 
that control over health 
matters, dependence on  

 
 

 
clinicians'   
subjective 
ratings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Poor reliability Not N 
but has good reported o 
internal  t 
reliability  s 

  t 
  a 
  t 
  e 

  d 

These data provide  2 
the basis for  6 
developing  – 
interventions for  6 
providers to  6 
facilitate the  + 
medication   
taking behavior of   

clinic patients    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
64 Olivares et EMEA   

al., 2013, ADHES 
Spain Survey for  

psychiatrist: 
13 questions 
from 
supplementar 
y figures[77] 
as part of 
ADHES 
Survey. A 
physician 
reported 
survey 

 
 
 

 
65    Unni et al Medication 

2015 Adherence 
 Reasons 
 Scale 

 (MARS)  

 
 

 
question was a subjective one, in 

which the subjects were asked to state 

whether they believed that the 

prescribed therapy was beneficial to 

their health  
 
The study included individuals who 
were collecting or buying drugs for 
the treatment of chronic diseases, with 
special reference to subjects taking 
antihypertensive agents (n = 361). The 
survey was conducted at Zagreb 
pharmacies  
(ADHES) survey conducted by 
questionnaire during January–
March 2010  
among psychiatrists treating 
patients with schizophrenia in 36 
countries conducted  
across Europe, the Middle East, and 
Africa to understanding 
psychiatrists’ understanding 
involving 13 questions measuring  
perception of the causes and 

consequences of nonadherence. 
 
The same questionnaire used by Kim 

et al, 2006 in Korea 

 
 
 

 
15-items for each medication in the 5 

subscales in cholesterol-lowering 

medications and 3 subscales in asthma 

maintenance medications as below:  
For cholesterol lowering medications: 

Domain 1 (managing issues). Domain 2 

(belief issues). Domain 3 (multiple  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
INA=4,UI 

NA=6, I A = 

1, I/UINA=1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

INA=8,UI   
NA = 7 for both 
asthma 
maintenance 
and cholesterol  

 
 

 
providers, perceived barriers,   
duration of treatment, and 
others' nonconfirming 
experience were significantly 
related to compliance (p < 
0.05). 
 
 
 
 
 

 

N = 4722 respondents The EMEA There remains 21 
Lack of insight was viewed as ADHES a need for more to 
the most important cause of schizophrenia proactive over 
medication discontinuation, survey provides management of 70 
followed by patients feeling insight to the patients with year 
better and thinking their perceptions of a schizophrenia, s of 
medication unnecessary, and large number of  psyc 
experiencing undesirable side psychiatrists across  hiatr 
effects. Considerably fewer a broad  ists 
psychiatrists viewed geographical area  age 
insufficient efficacy, cognitive on the assessment,   
impairment, or drug/alcohol causes, and   
abuse as the most important management of   
reasons for their patients partial and   
stopping medication. nonadherence to   
 medication in   
 patients with   
 schizophrenia   
N = 840 responses of MARS was Used mea 
nonadherent able to identify convenience n 
 various other sampling age 
Factor analysis of MARS significant reasons thus limit = 
resulted in 5 subscales in for nonadherence the 59.4 

cholesterol-lowering than that identified generalizati (cho  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
medication issues). Domain 4   
(availability issues). Domain 5 
(forgetfulness issues).  
For asthma maintenance 

medications: 

Domain 1 (managing and availability 
issues). 
Domain 2 (belief and convenience 
issues) 
Domain 3 (cost issues). 
Individual item on forgetfulness. 

 
A cross-sectional study of adult U.S.  
population who were members of the 
Harris Interactive (HI) on cholesterol- 
lowering and asthma maintenance 
medications was used 

 
 

 
 

lowering medications and 3 subscales in by the Morisky on of the leste 
medications asthma maintenance scale. results rol) 
 medications   48.7 
 Kappa = 0.381 in cholesterol-   1(ast 
 lowering medications and   hma 
 0.545 in asthma medications.   ) 
 The first 3 factors    
 had satisfactory Cronbach’s    
 alpha ranging from 0.616 to    
 0.752. The domains identified    
 from the scale had    
 Cronbach’s alpha ranging    

 from 0.365–0.904.     

 
66   Unni et al Medication 

2015 Adherence 
 Reasons scale 
 revised 
 (MARS-R) 
 [78]-  self- 

 reported scale  

 
The major revisions based on 
opinions from the subject  
experts included (1) adding a global 
question about medication adherence in 
the past 7 days, (2) simplified wording 
of items to reflect the thoughts of 
subjects and the items  
were made into complete sentences 
in the first person, 
20-Items (1 global question and 19 

items/reasons for non-adherence 
MARS was used to test the 
psychometric properties in Phase II.  
Exploratory factor analysis identified 4 

domains in the scale for measuring self-
reported reasons of non-adherence for 2 
types of medications 
 
The study was conducted in 

collaboration with the Intermountain 
Medical Center (IMC) Edwards 
Outpatient Internal Medicine Clinic in 
Murray, Utah.  

 
 

1 = I/UI NA .In Phase 1: development for measuring self- the patients 18 
(global scake) involved expert opinion and reported were not year 
 cognitive interview medication interviewed to s or 

INA=8, Phase 2: psychometric testing nonadherence understand their olde 
UINA= involved random sample of based on the thoughts about r 
11(addition 350 subjects for each frequently the items in the  
0f 3 for medication reported reasons of scale.  
both  nonadherence. Moderate  
asthma Scale identified 50% of the  response  
maintenanc cholesterol lowering In both rate to the  
e and respondents and 68% of the medications, the survey for  
cholesterol asthma maintenance MARS identified both  
lowering respondents as non-adherents. more nonadherents medication  
medication Cronbach αranging from 0.848 than the s  
s – 0.953 in cholesterol quantitative   

 lowering and 0.827 – 0.891 in measure and   
 asthma maintenance performed well   
 medications when compared   
  with the Morisky   

  scale    
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
The major revisions based on opinions from   
the subject experts included (1) adding a 
global question about medication adherence 
in the past 7 days, (2) simplified wording 
of items to reflect the thoughts of subjects  
and the items were made into complete 
sentences in the first person, (3) anchoring of  
the scale was made objective and used  
0 days to 7 days, and (4) ‘forgetfulness’ was 
changed to four items. The global question  
‘Over the last 7 days, how many  

days were you able to take your 
(specific) medicine exactly as  
prescribed?’ was added to the scale.  

 
 
 

 

The revised MAR-scale   
demonstrates better 
psychometric properties than 
the original 15 items  

 
67 Robinson The  

Papp et al Quantitative 
2015, Mount Analgesic 

Sinai, New Questionnaire  
York (QAQ) [79], 

Patient 
reported  

 
QAQ  
questionnaire has three sections : Part 
A asks the patient to quantify oral 
medication use in a usual week, Part B 
inquires about use of fentanyl or 
buprenorphine patches, and Part C asks 
the patient to list any topical agents. 
was studied in a convenience sample of 
9 HIV-infected participants.  

 

IA=1,INA N=149 a simple tool that Much of the Mea 
=1, valid based on can facilitate data were n 
 their correlation with 1) understanding of retrospectiv age 
I/UI A/NA = patient-reported pain intensity patient-reported e, and none was 
2(how many (r = 0.38; P < 0.001) and 2) chronic pain of it was in 
days a week experienced pain management medication acquired early 
wear the physicians’ independent regimens, with the 50’s 
medication) quantification of the regimens including primary  
 (r ¼ 0.89; P < 0.001). calculation of purpose of  
 high interrater reliability percent developing  
 (r = 0.957; P < 0.001) adherence and and/or  
  generation of validating  
  quantitative the QAQ.  
  scores suitable Thus, we do  
  for estimating not have  
  and tracking data  
  change in demonstrati  
  medication use ng the  
  over time accuracy of  
   the self-  
   report data  
   as captured  
   by the QAQ  
   questionnair  

   e, such as   
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 

 

68 Muller, Adherence   
2015, Barrier 
Germany Questionnaire 

(ABQ) 
patient- 
reported  
[80]  

 
 
 
 

 
The final 16 items ABQ aimed to 
identify potential risk factors 
associated with medication-related 
nonadherence. Was developed and 
tested in patients with atrial fibrillation 
in a multicenter observational cohort 
study in general practices in Germany.  

 
 
 
 

 

Item 1-4,7, 15a   
= I A, Item 5-6 
,8,10,14, 15b= I 
NA, UI NA= 
item 9, Item 11, 
12,13= I/UI NA  

 
 

 
 

  correlation  
  with MEMS  
N=432 the ABQ enables to examine 72.7 
high internal consistency scientists as well as the 4 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.820). clinical usefulness (SD: 
Factor practitioners to of 9.34 
analysis identified a three- align certain the ABQ in ) – 
factor solution, representing adherence other 73.1 
intentional adherence barriers interventions to settings and 7 
with 5 items (31.9% of the specific adherence its ability to (SD: 
variance), medication-/health barriers that may identify 9.24 
care system-related adherence be present in patient ) 
barriers with 5 items (13.3% specific patients. perception/b  
of the variance) and a practicable, ehaviour  
unintentional adherence reliable and valid changes  
barriers with 4 items (7.7% of instrument for over time,  
the variance). identifying patient- which may  
correlated significantly with specific barriers to be  
self-reported non-adherence medication-related important  
(Spearman’s rho = 0.438, p < adherence. for the  
0.001) as well as  measuremen  
time in therapeutic range  t of success  
(Spearman’s rho = − 0.161, p  of adherence  
< 0.010). Patients with above-  intervention  
average ABQ scores  s.  
(increased number and/or    

strength of existing adherence     
barriers) were significantly (p 
< 0.005, Pearson 
Chi-Square) more likely to 
have a poor anticoagulation  
quality (TTR < 60%) than 
patients with a lower ABQ 
score (44.6% versus 27.3%).  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
69 Sidorkiewic Sidorkiewicz   

z et al, 2016, instrument in 
Paris, France Spanish[81] 

 
 

 
4 item to assess medicine-taking I NA = 4   
behaviours for each individual drug 
taken by a patient 
Hv you definite;y stopped taking 
this drug? 
If you hv to take several times per 
day, do you systematically skip a  
dose? 
Do you sometimes stop taking this 
drug for a while 
Do you sometimes taking this drug? 

 
 

 
tool providing an   
accurate assessment of adherence by 
describing several 

medicine-taking behaviours (ie, 
discontinuation, drug holidays,  
missing doses and schedule 
errors) for each drug taken by a  
patient. Our instrument describes  
the different 
medication-taking behaviours  
for each drug  
taken by a patient. It may allow 
clinicians to identify how  
patients routinely manage their  
multiple 

drugs. 
 
To the best of our knowledge, this tool 
is the first to assess adherence for each 
drug taken by patients and taking into 
account medicine-taking behaviours. 
Its response rate suggests good 
acceptability.  
providing information about 

medicine-taking behaviours for  
patients with long-term therapies and  
with a new drug-by-drug perspective. 
Complement other measurements of  
treatment adherence in routine  
practice. 

 
 

 
(median age   
59.1 years 
(IQR 42.5– 
70.6 years)) 

 
70   Ueno et al, 12 items Final 12-item from original 14 items 3 items N=328 

2018, Japan medication . (low reliability of original Complianc Confirmatory factor analysis 
 adherence subscales). Categorized into the four e: IA=2, showed 
 scale for factors “medication compliance”, INA =1, ii.Χ2/df = 2.6, CFI = 0.94, and 
 patients with “collaboration with healthcare 3 items RMSEA = 0.069. 
 chronic providers”, “willingness to access Collaborati Cronbach’s alpha for the 
 disease in and use information about on with 12-item scale was 0.78. 
 Japan medication”, and “acceptance to healthcare Cronbach’s alpha for the 
 (modified take medication and how taking provider: four subscales was 0.74, 
 from the medication fits patient’s lifestyle. IA = 3, iii. 0.81, 0.67, and 0.45. 

 original 14- patients recruited from 3   

 
the modified - the   
scale is expected participants in 
to contribute to this study 
more effective were patients  
self- with chronic 
management of diseases 
medication and participating 
to improving in the Chronic 
medication Disease Self- 
adherence, Management 
particularly Program in 
among patients Japan. They  
with chronic may therefore  

 
M   
e 
a 
n 
( 
r  
a 
n 
g 
e 
)  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
 items) hospital outpatients and groups of willingness 
 patient- patients with chronic diseases to access 
 reported participating in the Chronic Disease and use 
 [82] Self-Management Program in Japan information 
   about 
   medication 
   s: IA = 3, 
   iv. 3 items 
   acceptance 
   to take 
   medication 
   s: IA = 2, I 
   NA=1 
71   Weinman et Intentional The Intentional Non-Adherence i. Intentional 

al, 2018, Non- Scale (INAS) is a 22-item scale NA=22 items 
London, UK Adherence identifying varying reasons why  

 Scale (INAS) patients may intentionally stop  
 [83] self- taking their medications as  
 reported prescribed  
 adherence EFA revealed two factors, which  
  were labelled “Resisting illness”  
  and “Testing treatment”  
  -Outpatients attending clinics  
  of 2 large London teaching  

  hospitals   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Total 275 patients in three 
different clinical groups 
(Hypertension (N=74); 
Oncology (N=115); Gout 
(N=196))  
For the 8-items Resisting 

Illness (RI) scale, the 
Cronbach alpha coefficient 
was .95 , and for the 5-items 
forming the Testing treatment  
(TT) scale the alpha was .93. 

ICC TT = 0.97, RI = 0.95 . 

Positive correlations with 

urate level, TT(r=0.42), 

RI(r=0.48)  

 
 

 
diseases who have been   
require long- more 
term medication interested in  
not only in their self- 
Japan but also in management 
other countries. than other 

patients in 
general 
with 
chronic 
diseases 

 
 

 
Explain factors Further   
underlying work needed  
treatment non- to confirm 
adherence the factor 

structure 
and 
predictive  
value of 
scales. Also 
to expand 
tests of 
reliability 
and validity 
to include 
other 
countries 
and patient 
groups and  
settings  

 
 

 
(   
4 
8 
- 
7 
2 
) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Mean: 
Oncolo 
gy:  
62.2, 
HT: 
56.2 
and  
51.5, 

gout:61. 

6  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 

 
72   Kleppe et al The 

2018, probalistic 
Netherlands Medication 

 Adherence 
 Scale 
 (ProMAS)[6] 
 self-reported 
 scale based 
 on Rasch 
 Model 

 approach  

 
 

 
18 items measuring adherence behaviours. 

Elderly receiving medications for chronic 

conditions recruited by a Dutch agency.   
ProMAS includes only items 

that assess behavior.  

 
 

 
UI NA = 1, I A N = 370 elderly   
= 3, I NA = 6, Cronbach alpha = 0.8 
I/UI NA = 1 All items fit into the RASCH 

Model and unidimension. 
Rasch explained 36.5% of 
variance 

ProMAS scores ranged  
from -3.58 to 4.78 compared 
to MARS 1.14 – 4 
The results indicated that the 
ProMAS 
provided a reliable scale, 
which correlated with the 
MARS.  

 
 

 
covers a wide range 
of adherence 

behaviors. The 

ProMAS is more 
capable of 
discriminating 
between  
people with 
different adherence  
rates than the 
MARS. This 
results in a purer 
estimate of 
adherence 
behavior that is not 
confounded by the 
determinants of 
this 
behavior.  
ProMAS less 
skewed than 
MARS-7  

 
 

 
MARS-7 tested 
with ProMas. 
ProMAS less 
skewed than 

MARS-7. The  
distinction 
between 
intentional 
and 
unintentiona 
l 
nonadherenc  
e, as often 
reported in 
previous  
studies,34 is 
not 
tested in 
this study.  
It suffers 
from several 
limitations 
related to 
self-report 
measures in 
general  

 
 

 
65 and 
above: 
mean 
age: 68.0 
[SD]:  
7.1  

73 Fredericksen A patient 
et al 2018, concept 
WA, USA elicitation 

interview 
guide[84]. 
computer- 
administered 
patient- 
reported 
measures  

 
23 items ( 6 items on adherence 
behavior items, and 20 on barrier 
items) to identify medication 
adherence behavior and barrier- 

related concepts in patients 

either living with HIV (PLWH) 
or without.  
Cognitive interviews were 
conducted with patients on 
final candidate items (n = 37).  

IA = 4, I NA = N = 206 (cognitive interview) 
1, I/UI NA=1 N = 2081 PLWH 

questionnaires seem to be a 
valid method for measuring 
adherence.  
Behaviour:ICC = 0.54. 
Barriers: ICC=0.89. 
Behavioral themes from 
concept elicitation interviews 
included routines 
incorporating time of day,  

for use with 
patients 
living with chronic 
diseases focusing 
on clinical 
relevance, brevity, 
and content validity 
for use in clinical 
care.  

 
Quantitative 

testing was 
conducted 
solely among 
PLWH; 
although many 
of them had a 
range of other 
chronic 
conditions, our 
quantitative  

 
<30 –  
50+  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

74 Tan et al. A Chinese   
2019, and Western 
Guangzhou, medication 
China adherence  

scale in 
patients with 
Chronic 
Kidney 
Disease 
26-items and 
5 dimensions  
which made 
up to 31 
scales [85]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Formal 26 with 3 dimension 
(Knowledge, Beliefs, Behavior) and 5 
elements. Its 5 elements included basic 
knowledge on medication (5 items, 
items 1–5), knowledge about Chinese 
medicine decoction (item 7 and items 
6–12), knowledge about taking 
Chinese medicine (4 items, items 13–
16), medication beliefs  
(item 5 and items 17–21) and medication 

behavior (5 items, items 22– 26), to 

predict medication adherence 

 
Patients from the chronic disease 
management department of 
nephropathy in Guangdong Hospital 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine  

 
 

 
 

placement, visual cues, and  findings  
intentionality to miss or skip  may be less  
doses. Barrier themes included  generalizabl  
health-related (e.g.depressed  e to HIV-  
mood, feeling ill),  uninfected  
attitudes/beliefs (e.g., need for  people.  
medication), access (e.g.,    
cost/insurance problems),    
and circumstantial barriers    
(e.g., lack of privacy,    
disruption of daily routine).    
The final instruments included    
6 behavior items, and 1 barrier    
item with up to 23 response    

options    

Development initial 31 items The measurement The results 18 - 
among 20 CKD patients. scale contained of the 80 
Testing 26 item N = 222 knowledge, belief, survey  
The Pearson relation behavior and other might not  
index between respective contents of comprehensi  
scores of the scale and traditional Chinese vely reflect  
Chinese version of MGL scale medication, which the patient’s  
was 0.426, P<0.01. The scale were much more medication  
also had good reliability as its abundant behavior  
0.915 in Cronbach alpha, than the MGL scale whereas it  
0.753 in retest  had a better  
reliability and P<0.01.  understandi  
  ng of the  

  patient’s   
refusal of 
medication. 
The 
correlation 
between 
good  
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Appendix 4: Standardized and pretested Word data collection form (NB: used for the purpose of achieving good inter-rater 

 

reliability scores; prior to application of complete inclusion and exclusion criteria) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

75 Sustersic et al,  Global   
Dec 2019, Adherence 
France Scale for Acute 

Conditions 
(GASAC) 
questionnaire 
[86]  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GASAC that takes into account 
adherence both to advice and to all 
types of prescriptions that the doctor 
may give. To measure adherence and 
to study its determinants.  
 
GASAC consists of four adherence 
subscales: drug prescriptions; 
blood tests/ radiography 
prescriptions; lifestyle advice and 
follow-up instructions  

Validated in 2 hospital 

emergency departments  

 
 

 
 

   adherence  
   measured by  
   this scale  
   and clinical  
   outcomes is  
   difficult to  
   analyze  
Medication- N=154 GASAC is a study 21-71 
taking behavior Cronbach’s alpha = 0.78 generic score to included  
IA=3 correlated with the Girerd measure all patients  
 score, as was GASAC as a dimensions of consulting  
Additional whole (p<0.01). The median patient adherence a hospital  
questions on score was 0.93 IQR [0.78–1] following emergency  
intentional and for a maximum value of 1 (n = emergency department  
unintentional 154). departments visits, ; they may  
behavior consist The median score was for use in clinical well have  
of 8 items on 0.93 IQR [0.78–1] for a research and the had more  
reasons why pts maximum value of 1 (n = evaluation of severe  
did not take 154). In multivariaable clinical practice. conditions  
medications or analysis, infection was The level of requiring  
follow advice more conducive of good adherence was high more  
 adherence (cut off at ≥ for acute urgent  
 0.8; n = 115/154; 74.7% conditions and attention  
 [67.0–81.3]) than trauma Doctor-Patient with better  
 (OR 3.69; CI [1.60– Communication adherence  
 8.52]). The Doctor-Patient was a major rates than  
 Communication score determinant of others who  
 (OR 1.06 by score point, adherence waited to  
 CI [1.02–1.10]) also  consult  

 influenced adherence.  their GP   
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